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1

Abstract
NEOMYCIN is a computer program that models one physician's diagnostic reasoning within a limited

area of medicine. NEOMYCIN'S diagnostic procedure is represented in a well-structured way,

separately from the domain knowledge it operates upon. We are testing the hypothesis that such a

procedure can be used to simulate both expert problem-solving behavior and a good teacher's

explanations of reasoning.

The model is acquired by protocol analysis, using a framework that separates an expert's causal

explanations of evidence from his descriptions of knowledge relations and strategies. The model is

represented by a procedural network of goals and rules that are stated in terms of the effect the

problem solver is trying to have on his evolving model of the world. The model is evaluated for

sufficiency by testing it in different settings requiring expertise, such as providing advice and

teaching. The model is evaluated for plausibility by arguing that the constraints implicit in the

diagnostic procedure are imposed by the task domain and human computational capability.

This paper discusses NEOMYCIN'S diagnostic procedure in detail, viewing it as a memory aid, as a set

of operators, as proceduralized constraints, and as a grammar. This study provides new perspectives

on the nature of "knowledge compilation" and how an expertteacher's explanations relate to a

working program.

1. Introduction
Over the past decade, a number of Artificial Intelligence programs have been constructed for

solving problems in science, mathematics and medicine. These programs, termed "Expert Systems"

(Feigenbaum, 1977, Duda and Shortliffe, 1983), are designed to capture what specialists know, the

kind of non-numeric, qualitative reasoning that is often passed on through apprenticeship, rather than

being written down in books. However, these programs are not generally,intended to be models of

expert problem-solving, neither in their organization of knowledge nor their reasoning process

Consequently, difficulties have been encountered in attempting to use the knowledge formulated

these programs outside of a consultation setting, where getting the right answer is mostly wl

matters. Their application to explanation and teaching, in particular, (Clancey, 1983a, Swart

1981, Brown et al., 1977), has necessitated closer adherence to human problem-solving methods

more explicit representation of knowledge. That is, building expert systems whose problem sol

must be comprehensible to people requires a close study of the nature of expertise in people.

NEOMYCIN (Clancey and Letsinger, 1984, Clancey, 1984) is a consultation system whose know
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2

base is intended to be used in a tutoring program. While MYCIN (Shod liffe, 1976) is the starting point,

we have significantly altered the representation and reasoning procedure of the original program.

Unlike MYCIN, NEOMYCIN'S knowledge is richly organized in multiple hierarchies; distinction is made

between findings and hypotheses; and the reasoning is data and hypothesisdirected, not an

exhaustive, top-down search of the problem spare. Most importantly, for purposes of explanation

and teaching, the reasoning procedure is abstract, separate from knowledge of the medical domain.

The knowledge base is also broadened tc take in many disorders that might be confused with the

problem of meningitis diagnosis, the central col,cern of the MYCIN program. Together, the knowledge

base and reasoning procedure constitute a model of how human knowledge is organized and how it

is used in diagnosis.

In practical terms, we are interested in determining what we can teach students about diagnosis

and how this knowledge might be usefully structured in a computer program. In general terms, we

want to know what design would enable an expert system to acquire knowledge interactively from

human experts, to explain reasoning to people seeking advice, and to teach students. Figure

1.1 shows how a program like NEOMYCIN relates to these three perspectives, providing an idealized

overview of our goals.

In teaching, GUIDON2 will use NEOMYCIN'S knowledge to model a student's problem solving. A

strong parallel occurs in the process of building NEOMYCIN: "Knowledge acquisition" is a process of

modeling a human expert's problem solving, in which the model, r is the learner and the expert is the

teacher. Similarly, to provide explanations of advice, a "user model" of the client is required. In all

three settings-teaching, knowledge acquisition, and consultation explanation--a model is

constructed of the person interacting with the program and a common knowledge base (NEOMYCIN) is

used. We give different names to the modeling process student modeling, knowledge acquisition,

and user modeling-but the principles are essentially the same. We must determine: What is this

person telling me about what he knows? What does he want to know about my knowledge? The

purpose of NEOMYCIN research is to determine what kind of representation of knowledge facilitates

interacting with people in these three settings--as teacher, learner, and expert problem solver.

Indeed, we take the strong stand that a program is not an "expert" system, and certainly not a model

of reasoning, unless it is proficient in these multiple, complex settings (see (Anderson and Bower,

1930) for a similar discussion).

We don't have such a central program today, and most knowledge acquisition is done between

people. But we can still capitalize on the analogies to learn how people organize their knowledge,

how they model other people's knowledge, and how they explain what they know in dialogues. For

10
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example, we can compare a physician's explanations in knowledge acquisition dialogues to what he

tells his students in the classroom. What we learn from this study can be incorporated in a user

modeling program. All along we rene our model of diagnostic reasoning.

There are many overlapping perspectives to such a study. For example, in modeling medical

diagnosis, we must sort out modeling of disease processes, general search procedures, explanation

techniques, pedagogical strategies for interrupting students. dnd so on. In this paper, we examine

NEOMYCIN as it Is currently constructed from the perspective of what we might c .11 the psychology of

medicine. We are interested in issues of model acquisition, representation, content, and evaluation

In particular, we will consider the following questions:

1. Why does NEOMYCIN work? How could a model derived` om a problem-solvers'
explanations about his behavior actually solve problems? That is, what must be true

about an explanation of reasoning fe it to be part of a procedural model?

2. What aspects of the model are empirical, based on observations of an expert's behavior

and his explanations? What aspects are rational, based on mathematical and logical

assumptions about the nature of knowledge and the task domain?

3. What capabilities of human reasoning are assumed by the procedural language for
representing diagnostic strategy? How are considerations of cognitive economy
incorporat3d?

4. What constraints imposed by the problem space are implicit in the content of the
diagnostic procedure? What correctness and efficiency considerations derive from these

task constraints?

5. What must be true about the nature of expertise and task domains for a model of
reasoning to be expressed as an abstract procedure, wholly separa'e from the domain

knowledge it operates upon?

6. Given that expert knowledge is highly "compiled" into domain-specific form and novices

do not always know the right procedures, whom does NEOMYCIN model? If NEOMYCIN'S

abstract procedure of diagnosis is a grammar, constituting a model of competence, what

are the difficulties of extracting such a grammar from expert behavior?

7. "'hat part do multiple settings for using expertise play in evaluating the sufficiency of the

model? How can knowledge of the underlying cognitive and task constraints be used to

evaluate the plausibility of the model?

In pursuing these questions, we adopt different perspectives for formalizing and studying the

12
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model. We view it as:

an opportunistic strategy for remember, 'cl "compiled knowledge" of
disorders-emphasizing that diagnosis is an indexing problem. The diagnostic procedure
operates upon a network of stereotypic knowledge of disorders, that is. knowledge

derived from experience of diagnosing many cases, not a working model of the human
body and how it can be faulted;

a set of operators for establishing the space of diagnoses-emphe- izing that diagnosis is

at heart a search problem whose bounds must be established and explored
systematically;

a procedure derived from cognitive, sociological, mathematical and case-experience

constraints -- emphasizing that the determinants of efficiency and correctnessare implicit
in the procedure, below the level of diagnostic behavior;

a grammar for parsing information-gathering behavior-- emphasizing the domain-
independent character of the diagnostic procedure, how it selects from a well. structured
"lexicon" of medical knowledge and specifies the "discourse structure" of the diagnostic
interview.

Building a large, complex program is necessarily iterative, with early versicns serving as sketches

of the idealized model. Like artists, we start with an idea, represent it, study what we have done, and

try again. The state of Al and computational modeling is such that an exhibit hall of completed

paintings would be very small. NEOMYCIN is not a completed program, but a sketch that this paper

studis and critiques. It is reasonable to address the above questions now to lend some
methodological clarity to the enterprise.

Four major sections follow. In the acquisition section we illustrate how we collect and parse

diagnostic behavior. (A detailed protocol analysis appears in Appendix II.) In the description section,

we present an overview of our perspective on the search problem of medical diagnosis. (The entire

diagnostic procedure appears in Appendix IV.) The representation section describes NEOMYCIN'S

strategy and domain knowledge architecture in detail, along with a summary of constraints implicit in

the procedure. Finally, the evaluation section considers tests for determining the sufficiency and

plausibility of the model. We conclude by considering what NEOMY.';IN reveals about the nature of

expertise and its implications for teaching.

13
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2. Acquiring the model: Knowledge engineering and protocol
analysis

2.1. Related work and scope of effort

In conventional knowledge engineering (HayesRoth, et al., 1983), an expert system is constructed

by an interview p' cess. A program is constructed and critiqued in an iterative manner. In this way,

the resident "expert" frequently picks up the jargon and tools of artificial intelligence: He learns how

to formalize his knowledge in some structured language, using editing programs and explanation

systems to construct a "knowledge base" with the desired problem-solving ability.

NEOMYCIN was constructed in a different way. Our teaching goals required that we improve MYCIN'S

representation. We found that MYCIN'S rule formalism made it necessary to proceduralize all

knowledge, combining facts with how they were to be used (C'ancey, 1982, Clancey, 1983a). With

this experience in mind, we decided not to devise yet another formalism by which an accommodating

physician might distort what !.a knew. (.'stead, we started (in 1980) by presenting problems to the

physician to learn about his knowledge and methods from scratch. Our original objective was just to

make explicit a taxonomy of diseases and subtype relations among findings; but the clarity of the

approach used by our expert (and its difference from MYCIN's) ultimately encouraged us to construct

the model that became NEOMYCIN'S diagnostic procedure.

This investigation was influenced in many ways by previous work. For example, Pauker and

Szolovits (Pauker and Szolovits, 1977) constructed a model of diagnostic reasoning, called PIP,

concurrent with the development of MYCIN. Thus, we knew that a psychological approach, instead of

a purely engi ..-ering approach, could by =, r constructing an expert system, without a loss in

problem-solving performance. Other st. such as (Miller, 1975, Rubin, 1975, Pauker et al., 1976,

Elstein et al., 197F, Kassirer, 1978) and (Benbassat and Schiffmann, 1976) strongly suggested that

diagnostic strategy constitutes a sepRrate, significant body of knowledge that might be interesting to

formall7,* independently of medical facts themselves. Furthermore, previous research in teaching

problem-solving strategies with instructional programs using Al techniques (e.g., (Papert, 1980,

Brown et al., 1977, Wescourt and Hemphill, 1978)), suggested that it would be useful to go beyond

MYCIN'S purely domain-specific rules and ma' e explicit the underlying general search procedure.

In related psychological research, Feltovich, Johnson, and Swanson (Felt )vich et W., 1980) used

fixed-order diagnostic problems to demonstrate the effect of knowledge organization on reasoning.

Could we formalize an ideal organization of knowledge for MYCIN'S meningitis domain? In Al, Davis

14
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(Davis, 1980) designed a construct he called a "metarule ' for controlling reasoning, but he had
presented only two examples in MYCIN'S domain. Could this representation be generalized for

formalizing a complete diagnostic procedure? Concurrent studies at the Learning Research

Development Center and CMU (Anderson et al., 1981, Chi, et al., 1981, Feltovich et al., 1980, Larkin, et

al., 1980) were concerned with modeling differences between experts and novices in geometry and

physics problem solving. Could we "decompile" MYCIN's knowledge into the components an expert

had learned from experience and compiled into specific procedures and rules? F nally, in our
previous research (Clancey, 1983a, Clancey, 1984), we had found a convenient epistemologic

framework for characterizing the content of an explanation. Could this be used for directing and
analyzing a knowledge acquisition dialogue?

In summary, the process of acquiring the NEOMYCIN mode, from expert interviews is disciplined by

three greatly different perspectives:

Psychology: The new program, unlike MYCIN, should embody a model of diagnosis that
students can understand and use themselves. Moreover, a program that captures
general principles of data- and hypothesis-directed reasoning can be used as the basis
for a student model (Section 5.3.3).

Knowledge Engineering: The new program, unlike MYCIN, should separate control
knowledge from the facts it operates upon. The diagnostic procedure snould be
represented in a well-structured way, just like the medical knowledge, so that it will be
accessible for explanation and interpretation in student modeling. (See (Clancey, 1985a)
for detailed discussion.)

Epistemology: The new program, unlike MYCIN, should distinguish among findings,
hypotheses, evidence (finding / hypothesis links), justifications (why a finding/hypothesis
link is true), structure (how findings and hypotheses are related) and strategy (why a
finding request or hypothesis comes to mind). (See (Clancey, 1983a) for detailed
discussion, plus Section 4.)

Besides not filling in some pre-determined representation, we have ueen wary of incorporating

adhoe; features into the model, just because the computer allows them. In particular, we are
especially wary of all scoring mechanisms: We want every hypothesis and finding request to be based

on explicit principles or totally attitrary. It is essential that NEOMYCIN avoid numeric calculations that

cannot be expressed in terms o: facts and procedures known and followed by people. We use

MYCIN'S evidence-weighing scheme (certainty factors) to signify strength of association (Section

4.2.4), but focus decisions, such as selecting a hypothesis to test and finding to request, primarily

follow from relations among findings and hypotheses (such as "sibling," and "necessary cause").

,
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Furthermore, in proceeding in this principled way, we have avoided making the mechanisms more

complex than our empirical observations of phy.z:cians' reasoning or the cases to be solved warrant.

For this reason, we have not included in the model diagnostic considerations that play an important

part in several other programs (Poole, 1982, Pauker and Szolovits, 1977, Chandrasekharan et al.,

1979). These include: differentiation of the disease on the basis of organ system involvement; a

problem-oriented approach (trying to explain the data); consideration of multiple causes; and use of

probabilistic information. We have minimized these concerns by focusing on diagnosis of meningitis

and diseases that might be confused with Of course, some of these considerations may be

incorporated as we continue to develop the program.

Our research approach could be characterized as "making a push to the frontier." Some of our

results might not s'and up because the problems considered are not broad enough. But we will have

demonstrated, as a first attempt, that certain epistemologic and knowledge engineering distinctions

are useful for constructing a program that can solve problems and explain what it knows.

As another perspective, we want to determine what good teachers know about their own

knowledge and problem solving methcv.gs that students would profit from being taught. In assembling

a runnable computational model, we must fill in some details, such as strength of belief and activation

of memory. We do this in a minimal way. devising just enough mechanism to get the behavior we

want (on our small set of test cases). So, for example, we use the MYCIN certainty factor mechanism

because it is convenient and simple enough. We have much to learn about what teachers know about

their knowledge and problem solving, and much of what we do falls in the realm of the traditional

computer science problem of designing an appropriate programming language to encode these

structures and procedures. Thus, our first interest is to replicate what people know about what they

do, only secondarily to formalize models of how the mind works (e.g., activation of knowledge), and

not at all to derive mathematically optimal models that might replace or augment what people do.

With our objective of constructing a tutoring program with useful capabilities, the purpose of

NEOMYCIN research is not to make the best medical diagnostic program, but to demonstrate a

representation methodology for separating kinds of knowledge and formalizing strategies in domain-

independent form. The problem domain is sufficiently complex to be challenging, and we have

formalized a sufficient subset of diagnostic strategies to provide an interim report on our approach.

We have uncovered a number of cognitive problems of interest that have been little studied,

particularly how focus of attention changes during diagnosis.

16
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2.2. The hypothesize and test theory of diagnosis

In studying diagnostic behavior, we used the epistemologic framework mentioned above and

evolved a set of terms for describing the process of diagnosis. Terms that will appear frequently in

subsequent sections, such as "task" and "differential," are defined in Appendix I.

In addition, we began with the traditional model of diagnosis, which says that each request for case

information, some finding, directly relates to some hypothesis (Figure 2.1). This model suggests

several problems for investigation (points corresponding to numbers in the figure):

1. Where do the initial hypotheses come from?

2. How does the problem solver choose a finding to confirm or test a hypothesis?

3. What causes attention shift to a new hypothesis?

4. How does the problem solver know when he is done?

We define a diagnostic strategy to be the control structure that regulates these four decisions. This

hypothesi-e and test theory drove our initial investigations, but the NEOMYCIN model eventually

became much more complex.

<START)

1

HYPOTHESIS

2

FINDING

REQUEST

FINDING

REQUEST

Figure 2-1: Hypothesize and test theory of diagnosis
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2.3. Knowledge acquisition technique

With our interest in formalizing the reasoning process of diagnos:s, it is particularly important to

allow the expert to request problem findings in whatever order he desires. Our main concern is to

determine what task and oi.......in knowledge leads to each finding request. Contrary to the protocol-

collection procedure most often used today (Newell and Simon, 1972, Ericsson and Simon, 1960,

Kassirer, et al., 1982, Kuipers and Kassirer, 1984), with a minimal number of interruptions, we

frequently ask the expert specific questions. In retrospect, this is not always done in a consistent

way, and is sometimes so late that the expert has clearly moved ahead (see Line 30 in Appendix II).

However, the expert appears to be quite tolerable of interruptions, perhaps from his teaching

expenence, though of course he might not be typical in this respect.

The questioning techniques we use are listed here, in somewhat idealized form.'

Episternologic distinctions:

o Be concerned about the specificity of a finding request: Is it a general maneuver or

does he have a specific hypothesis in mind?

o When asking why a finding came to mind, distinguish between strategic and causal

explanations.

o Distinguish between substances and processes; watch out for composed
explanations that leave out intermediate processes or refer to substances as if they

were processes.

o Do not delve into explanation of causal mechanisms that goes beyond the expert's

level of reasoning.

o Ask for definitions and try to detect synonyms, which might be mistaken for

different entities.

Interactive considerations:

o Immediately after a finding is requested, and before supplying the information, ask

why the finding came to mind (otherwise new hypotheses might be used to
rationalize the request).

o When the expert indicates that he has formed some hypotheses, ask him to list his

I Typi . cal of our attempt to apply expertise in multiple settings, we use such generalizations of our own behavior as
expectations of what a student or chord watching NEOMYCIN might want to knew.
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differential (this encourages completeness).

o When a soecific hypothesis is being tested, ask about ordering of data requests:
Are these "routine" questions for the hypothesis, or has the expert been reminded
of some particular correlation or causal process?

o When the expert appears to be changing his task and/or focus without
commenting, confirm this and find out why.

o Watch for assumptions made by the expert: What is he inferring from the context of

his dialogue with you and not explicitly confirming? Ask why certain questions
were not asked.

2 4. Illustration of level of protocol analysis

We introduce our analysis of an export's problem solving and explanation protocol with an excerpt

(Figure 2.4) from the end of the case we analyze in Appendix II. Phrases are broken to separate

different kinds of statements; MD = the medical expert, KE = the knowledge engineer. (Again, we

choose the tern "knowledge engineer" to make clear that this is not presented as a formal

psychological experiment.) Brief annotations illustrate our terminology. Annotations always precade

the protocol section they pertain to.

The analysis shows how findings, hypotheses, and tasks are typically related. Lines L5 to L7 are

most interesting in this aspect. Here we see plainly the interaction of task knowledge (stating a list of

tested hypotheses), focus of attention (hematoma), and application of domain knowledge (what

causes hematoma). One hypothesis in focus. t smatoma, was tested by considering what could have

caused it. (Interestingly, the physician is so caught up in his role as clinician, he addresses the KE as

if he were the patient.)

It is also worth noting that the expert states in L2 that he is planning to go back to ask for more

information. Again, in L9 he characterizes his own behavior in general terms. This is typical of the

abstract statements this expert makes about diagnosis. His "explanations" of what he does

abstractly characterize his problem-solving procedure: "formulate a differential" and "ask more
questions." An important aspect of these explanations is that they are not arbitrary

"rationalizations," but are abstract descriptions of a procedure that could generate his finding-
requests and hypotheses. They do not necessarily correspond to steps of a procedure that he

consciously considers, but are rather the "syntax" of his behavior. The expert's statements

constitute a set of tasks and goals that can be fleshed out as an executable procedure. This is
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A task has been completed...

Li MD: I've gotten a pretty good data base.

A new task is planned...

L2 so I am going to go back and just ask a couple more questions.

There :s a differential...

L3 I have formulated in my own mind what I think some of the
possibilities are.

L4 KE: Can you toll me what you think are some of the possibilities?

The differential is stated...

L6 I think that tiers is & very definite possibility that this patient
does not have an infectious disease. She could have brain tumor, or
a collection of blood (hematoma) in her brain from previous head
trauma

In reviewing, the expert notices that the task

"PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS (focus = mass lesioft)"

was not completed; all of the cruses have not been considered.
So the problem-solving process shifts task and focus:

task: TEST-HYPOTHESIS (hematoma)
evidence rule: head-trauma -) hemaroma
task: FINDOUT (head-trauma)

16 (that is a question I should have asked, by the way...)

L7 Have you had any recent head tram/

18 KE: Head trauma, no.

L9 MD: You'll find that this happens to physicians. As they formulate their
differential diagnosis and then they go back and ask more questions

Lii KE:What comes after...?

L10 MD:Then I would say a chronic meningitis.

Figure 2-2: Example protocol analysis
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obviously important if the model we construct from the expert's explanations is to solve problems

successfully and to be useful in teaching. We know that our expert was an unusually good teacher,

so we cannot expect that every expert's explanations would have th's property.

Finally, this excerpt illustrates how during the process of reviewing the differentia! (a task) the

expert realizes that a hypothesis should be tested or refined (broken into subtypes or causes). We do

not view this as an error on his part. Rather, as the expert says in L9, reviewing is a deliberate

maneuver for being complete; it helps bring other diagnostic tasks to mind. NEOMYCIN does not

behave in this way because it is a simplified model that does not precisely model how knowledge of

diseases is stored or recalled. This level of mrideling may very well be useful for understanding the

basis of diagnostic strategies, as well as for c( idering the space of alternative strategies people are
capable of and the causes of errors.2

3. Overview of the diagnostic model

3.1. Pow of information

Figure 3-1 orovides an overview of the flow of information during diagnosis. The loop begins with a

"chief complaint," one or more findings that supposedly indicate that the device is malfunctioning.

These findings are supplied by an informant, who has made or collected the observations that will be

given to the problem solver. By forward reasoning, hypotheses are considered. They are focused

upon by a general search procedure, leading to attempts to test hypotheses by requesting further
findings.

Keep in mind that this diagram shows the flow of information, not the invocation structure of the
tasks. TEST-HYPOTHESIS regains control after each invocation to FINDOUT and FORWARD-
REASON. Similarly, the subtask within ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE that invoked TEST-
HYPOTHESIS will regain control after a hypothesis is tested. Tasks can also be prematurely aborted

2
As will become cicar leer, we might link NEOMYCIN'S metarules to the d"main memory model used by Kolodner in the

CYRUS program (Kolodner, V-sr.O. in this paper, we present prosaic summaries of the underlying memory constraints
(Appendix IV and Section 4.3), many of which bear striking resemblance to Kolodner's results, such as the importance we give
to disease process features for differentiating among diseases.
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and the "stack popped" in the man iet described in Section 4.1.3

Chief - Complaint

I

V FORWARD-RE 4SON
Finding ' ,notheses > Diagnosis

(given or inferred) I

I ESTABLISH- HYPOTHESIS -SPACE

I

V

Focus/Hypothesis
I

I TEST-HYPOTHESIS

I

V

+ Focus/Finding
FINDOUT

Figure 3.1: Flow of information during diagnosis
(Tasks appear in capitalized italics.)

3.2. Tasks for structuring working memory

Figure 3-2 shlws the general calling structure of tasks in the diagnostic procedure. An important

perspective behind the design of this procedure is that the diagnosis can be described abstractly as a

process in which the problem solver poses tasks for himself in order to have some structuring effect

on working memory. Metarules for Coing a task bring appropriate sources of knowledge to mind.

Thus, it is very important that the procedure is structured so that the tasks make sense as things that

people try to do.

Diagnosis involves repetitively deciding whet data to collect next, generally by focusing on some

hypothesis in the differential. If we examine the kind of explanations a physician gives for why he is

requesting a finding, we find that most refer to a hypothesis he is trying to confirm; this is the

conventional view of diagnosis. But we find that a number of requests are not directed at specific

hypotheses or relate to a group of hypotheses. The prohlem solver describes a rr.ore general effect

that knowledge about the finding will have on his thinking. For example, information about pregnancy

3An obvious alternative design is to place tasks, particularly PROCESS-FINDING and PLIRSUEHYPOTHESIS, on an agenda.

so findings to explain and hypotheses to test can be more opportunistically ordered (e g., s:- (Hayes-Roth and HayesRoth,

1979)). It is possible that the procedural decomposition of reasoning in NECMYCIN, which suitably .nodels an expert's deliberate

approach on relatively easy cases, wl'i prove to be too awkward for describing a student a reasoning, which might jump back

and forth between hypotheses and mix data- and hypothesis-directed reasoning in some complex way.
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Consult

Make-diagnosis

Identify-problem

Forwar -reason Generate-questions

Clarify-finding Process-finding
Process-hypothesis

Print-results

Collect-information

Establish- hypothesis -space Process-hard-data

Group&differentiate

../".
Test-hypothesis

.4 pply rules

Fin out

Explore&refine

Pursue-hypothesis

Ask-general-questions

Refine-hypothesis

Refine-complex-hypothesis

Figure 3.2: NEOMYCIN's diagnostic strategy.

(All terminal tasks shown here except PRINTRESULTS invoke FINDOUT

directly or through APPLYRULES.)
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would "broaden the spectrum of disorders" that he is considering. He considers fever and trauma.

very general findings, In order to "consider the things at the top." Thus, besides being focused on

particular hypotheses, finding requests are intended to affect tne differential in some way, for

example, to restrict it categorically or to rule out unusual causes. We call the overall task of collecting

circumstantial evidence (history and physical) "establishing the hypothesis space" because it is

oriented towards circumscribing the space of diseases that must be considered.

Structurally, we relate this heuristic search to multiple hierarchical organizations of disorders.

Figure 3.3 illustrates our model in general terms. The problem solver receives initial information that

"places him in the middle" of some hierarchical organization of known diseases. Here, we show an

etiological hierarchy (defined later). In the protocol we analyze in Section II, "chronic-meningitis"

was first considered, not "infection", something at the top of the hierarchy, or "tb-meningitis"

something at the bottom. The process of diagnosis then involves massaging this set of initial guesses

by first "looking up" for general evidence that establishes the class, and then "looking down" to be

as specific as possible. To establish a diagnosis, the physician must not only attempt to collect direct

evidence for it, he must establish paths upwards through his multiple hierarchies in which the

diagnosis is contained.

Put another way, the physician tries, to form a set of possibilities that includes the "right answer"

and then narrows down the possibilities to a small, treatable number. This is why a premium is placed

on questions that would "broaden the spectrum of possibilities that must be considered" or,

alternatively, lend confidence that the typical, a priori most likely diseases under consideration are

appropriate.

To repeat the main point, we explain finding requests in terms of the effect they are intended to

have on the differential. And moreover, at each point, as findings are requested that could have a

certain effect, we say "hat the task of the problem solver is to bring about this effect on his thinking, to

change what he is considering or give him confidence in some respect. Each effect provides

structure to the problem in some way: characterizing, refining, or confirming the causes that must be

considered. Figure 3.4 shows graphically how each of the operators affect the space of hypotheses.4

This analysis is of course strongly inspired by Simon's study of the role of the problem space and how

it pertains to illstructured problems (Newell and Simon, 1972, Simon and Lea, 1979). Pop le, in work

4
The objective is to put the "right answer" into the box labeled "differential." Possible answers. hyotheses, are put

focused on, confirmed, grouped, differentiated, and refined. The box is broadened to include other hypotheses by asking
genera! questions. Determining a finding may involve requesting it or determining another finding Findings must be explained
(accounted for causally) with respect to the differential.
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DISORDER-ETIOLOGY

NEOPLASTIC INFECTIOUS CONGENITAL TRAUMATIC

--,,....

TOXIC

GROUP & DIFFERENTIATE

MENINGITIS CYSTITIS BRAIN-ABSCESS

INITIAL FOCUS

V
Acute-Meningitis

........
---.......

Chronic-Meningitis

FUNGAL

EXPLORE & REFINE

GRAMNEG SKIN-ORGS (OTHER ORGS) CRYPTOCOCCUS COCCI

Figure 3-3: Overview of diagnostic search in an etiologic hierarchy: Initial

information brings problem-solver to an intermediate hypothesis; it must

be confirmed by considering classes containing it, and then it must be

refined by considering more specific disorders.
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concurrent to ours, has developed this point very well and appears to adopt the same "task-oriented"

terminology for the proposed CADUCEUS follow-on to INTERNIST (Pop le, 1982). Pahl (Nth, 1981) has

defined operators for constructing alternative causal models to explain findings on multiple levels of

detail. Returning to Elstein's study of medical problem solving (Elstein et al., 1978), we find similar

experiments and analyses of how a physician reasons about alternative formulations of the problem

he is trying to solve. Finally, the idea of an information gathering strategy for classifying objects or

phenomena was pioneered by Bruner (Bruner, et al., 1956) in experiments that allowed the problem

solver to order his data requests, so the different strategic motivations could be studiea.

3.3. Problem formulation and other approaches to diagnosis

It is worth noting that this model of diagnosis differs from a Bayesian model in its emphasis on a

structured search. The problem solver is not just working with lists of diseases. There are general

maneuvers for contrasting, exploring, and seeking evidence in terms of relations among diseases.

Nor is this model what medical students are taught in textbooks. Students are commonly given an

outline of all data that they might collect, organized by "social history," "previous illness," and so on,

suggesting that medical diagnosis is a process of collecting data in a fixed order. The result is that

students sometimes collect information by rote, without thinking about hypotheses at all!

The aspect of problem solving that involves forming a set of initially unrelated hypotheses and then

finding ways to group, contrast, and refine them is often called "initial problem formulation." The

capabilities of NEOMYCIN (and systems like PIP (Szolovits and Pauker, 1978) and CADUCEUS (Pop le,

1982) ) should be contrasted with the exhaustive topdown analysis used by programs like MYCIN and

CENTAUR (Aikins, 1980). In a sense, the process of "looking up" into categories serves as a "big

switch" as conceived in the General Problem Solver (Newell and Simon, 1972). It is the operation of

viewing the overall problem in dramatically different ways: Did the patient fall and hit his head? Does

he have an emotional problem? Is there a congenital weakness in the vascular system? Is there a

tumor? Has the patient been infected by a virus? Did the patient consume something toxic?

Diagnosing each of these dramatically different process requires bringing specialized knowledge into

play. So we might imagine constructing specialized subsystems of knowledge to deal with infectious

disease diagnosis, ps;Ichological analysis, and toxic drug disorders, and integrating them by the

GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE procedure of comparing and contrasting likely categories of disease.
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3.4. A causal model of what happened to the patient

So far we have described diagnosis in terms of heuristics for carrying on an efficient search of a

combinatorially large space. However, it must be remembered that a diagnosis is not just a label, but

constitutes a model of the patient. This model is a causal story of what happened to bring the patient

to his current state of illness. The general questions of diagnosis regarding travel, job history,

medications, etc. (the categories emphasized to a student) seek to circumscribe the external agents,

environments, or internal changes (due to age, pregnancy, other diseases) that may have affected the

patient's body. Thus, "establishing the hypothesis space" is more precisely characterize° as

"establishing the space of causes."

The following protocol excerpt provides a typical causal story, showing how a finding request is

ink Ided tr establish the space of causes that must be considered.

KE: What about pregnancies? Why is that important?

MD: When I asked about compromised host, that includes a wide spectrum of
problems. The pregnant woman is probably the most common compromised
host, in that during the pregnancy period women are more susceptible
to dissemination of certain types of infections, and cocci is a

classic of that. Whereas most of us would localize cocci in the
lungs, pregnant women disseminate cocci to the meninges more
commonly. The same thing happens with TB.

KE: Would it be fair to say that the question about pregnancy is not
necessarily specific to the possibility of a cocci infection, but is
of more general interest?

ID: Yes, I think it
cocci, but would
it would change
little different

is of more general interest. It is pertinent to
also be considered perhaps in other areas, because
your thinking a bit, the pregnant woman having a
spectrum of infection than a roguler. normal person.

Here the expert supplies a causal explanation for how pregnancy effects the body, mentioning the

very important concept of "dissemination"--spread of an infectious agent in the body. in trying to

establish a causal story of an infectious disease, the physician looks for general evidence of

exposure, dissemination, and impaired immunoresponse -all of which are necessary for an infection

to take place, regardless of the specific agent. Importantly, diseases can be ruled in or out on the

basis of general evidence for these phases in the ray ,aal process, so the physician needn't directly try

to rule in or out all of tt le specific diseases. Thus, the pros ass of establishing the space of causes

reduces to considerirl broad categories of eviciance (e.g., "compromised host" implies impaired-

immunoresponse), rather than focusing narrowly on every specific causal mechanism and agent that

might be involved. Moreover, this might be generalized even further by characterizing some causal
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stories as "unusual" and others as "typical." Thus. establie,ing the space of possibilities reduces to

determining whether the patient is "typical," or whether "unusual processes" might be occurring. In

this style of diagnosis, characteristic of our domain., diagnosis is categorical, with essentially no

concern for low level causal arguments.

In his analysis of the patient, the physician's "process-oriented approach" is manifested in several

ways. The most obvious are he general questions (ASKGENERAL-QUESTIONS) for determining

whether the patient has had related problems in the past. This is a key maneuver for circumscribing

the problem space. For example, by asking if the patient has been hospitalized, one learns about all

serious illnesses the patient has had. This is an excellent starting point for determining what causal

processes might be implicated in the current disease. Learning that there have been no previous

hospitalizations, illnesses, medications prescribed, etc., the problem solver can be reasonably sure

that he has an accurate data base for making decisions: He knows what has affected this patient and

can infer that everything else is "typical" or "what one might expect." Thus, the ise of general

questioning is perhaps the most heuristically powerful tecnnique in medical diagnosis. The

anatomically-oriented "review of systems" is similar, particularly as a spatial reminder of possible

diseases, but it is not used by NEOMYCIN.

Constructing a model of the patient is often described informally as forming a "picture of the

patient." The physician establishes the sequence in which findings were manifested and factors this

with information about p- problems and therapies, using their time relations to match possible

causal connections. For enmple, a fever might be a precursor to an illness that later manifests itself

by abdominal pains. Thus, the physician is not just matching a set of symptoms to a disease, he !s

matching the order in Nhich the symptoms appeared and how they changed over time to his

knowledge of disease processes--a much richer organization than a mere list of symptoms. The

,..,ian remembers the sequence, knowing what symptoms to expect or to ask about, from his

kn, wledge of the underlying causal process that relates the symptoms to one another.

Another way to understand the importance of process knowledge is to consider logically the

importance of differentiating between hypotheses. In a pure sense, this does not mean to confirm

them independently, but to gain information that will favor one and disfavor another. This is the sense

in which diagnosis is a process of modeling the patient. When the interpretation is ambiguous, it is

necessary to gain more information. Discrimination in this way presupposes that there is some

dimension for comparison. That is, we must have some common way for viewing the competing

diseases. In NEOMYCIN, we call this the disease process frame. Its slots are the features of any

disease where it occurs, when it began, its first symptom, how the symptoms change over time,
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whether it is a local or "systemic", etc. This frame applies to more than disease processes, of course.

For example, it can be used in the "oil spRi problem" (HayesRoth, et al., 1983) to diagnosis the

causes of oil spills by their freque-cy, amount, change over time, perioducity, and location in the

network of drainage ditches.

The following excerpt from a class discussion with our expert iilustrates how this kind of process

orientation is critical to causal reasoning.

TEACHER: Think of the common anemias that a young person might get. and
think of anemia in general. there are two ways to look at it. You
start out with an adequate number of red cells and you reach the
point of being anemic, there are two ways you can do it. You're
losing blood excessively, or you're not making enough to replace your
normal losses. Those divide anemia into two major categories.
Production deficits or loss of blood. So you can talk about reasons
that a young person .sight lose blood.

Basically to loso enough blood to become anemic either you are losing
it in your stool, GI bleeding, .... what's a good question about GI
bleeds, or the most common reason for blood loss in the United States
is what? What physiologic function causes people to lose blood?

STUDENT:
Menstruation. She said that it was normal.

TEACHER: Normal. Normal menstrual periods, okay. So now the question is
if you don't get a good history for excessive blood loss then you
question, are people producing blood adequately? You can have some
serious derangement in productions such as sickle cell Anemia, or

they may not have the basic substrates.

Even here, causal reasoning is categorical, with general consideration of production deficiency,

loss of product, or substrate (input) limitation.

3.5. Structure of knowledge

The hypothesis space is structured in many different ways, with different purposes. For example, an

etiological taxonomy, based on the ultimate origins of disorders, can be contrasted with an "organ

system taxonomy," also used in medicine, which is a strict hierarchy by location of the disorder.

Siblings of the etiologic taxonomy are alternative causes for a given disease process, which is why

the etiological taxonomy is favored over the organ system taxonomy for focusing search during

diagnosis.

The task of establishing the hypothesis space blends the good human ability to detect familiar
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patterns (by data-directed associations) with a critical analysis that considers alternatives and

unusual possibilities, with different indexing schemes used for these purposes. Studies indicate that

the medical expert differs from a novice precisely by his ability to ci.i to mind useful categories of

disease (Feltovich et al., 1980). For example, in diagnosis of congenital heart disease, the expert
learns the list of causes associated with abnormal noises on the left side of the heart. Feltovich calls

,nis the logical competitor set. Significantly, this grouping is often orthogonal to the traditional
hierarchies given in textbooks. Similarly, a subset of hypotheses can be remembered by labelling

them, as in meningitis we refer to "the unusual causes of bacterial meningitis." Thus, over time the

expert evolves a complex organization of hypotheses that is more finely indexed than a simple
hierarchy (Feltovich et al., 1980). He efficiently circumscribes the possible causes by relating a

familiar interpretation with unlikely, but important causes that might be confused with it.

3.6. Activation of knowledge

Modeling human reasoning requires some model of the activation of knowledge. The idea is basic

in medical diagnosis: Any given fact about the patient might have many real world implications, but

only those relevant to diagnostic hypotheses should come to mind. As a simple example, consider a

physician told that the patient has pets. The expert, diagnosing a possible infectious disease, might

ask, "Does the patient have turtles ?" Some sort of intersection match has occurred that activated

Salmonella as a diagnosis (because it is a bacterial infectious disease). If the leading hypothesis had

been cancer, it is less likely that the Salmonella association with turtles would have come to mind

when pets were mentioned. If so, we would say that a shift in focus of attention occurred. A model of

data- and hypothesis-directed reasoning, such as NEOMYCIN, must specify how data is used and how

focus of attention changes.

Most programs use a form of "spreading activation" (Anderson and Bower, 1980, Rumelhart and

Norman, 1983, Szolovits and Pauker, 1978) by which knowledge structures are brought into
consideration based on their proximity. NEOMYCIN'S model incorporates these dimensions:

Context: In simple terms, this concerns when relations between findingsand hypotheses
are realized. The value of known findings is realized when a new hypothesis is triggered
(see PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS). Support for previously considered hypotheses
(ancestoro and immediate descendents of the differential) is realized when a new finding
is received (see PROCESS-FINDING). These are called focused forward-inferences.

Strength of association: "Antecedent rules" are applied immediately (discussed in
Section 4.2.4).
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Level of effort: Intermediate subgoals are only pursued when applying "trigger rules."

interpreting "hard findings," or deliberately attempting to confirm a hypothesis.

3.7. Summary of NEOMYCIN'S reasons for gathering information

One measure of complexity of P,EOMYCIN'S model of diagnosis is the number of reasons for

requesting a finding. In MYCIN the only reason for asking a question was to apply a rule that

concluded about some "goal." This is analogous to the hypothesis and test, "single-operator" view

presented in Figure 2-1. NEOMYCIN'S tasks in essence give more structure and meaning to the data-

gathering process. Besides testing a hypothesis, the program has the following direct motivations for

gathering information (with related task in parentheses).

fcllow-up questions that specify previous information (Given that the patient has a fever,

the program will ask what the temperature is.) (CLARIFY-FINDING).

process-oriented follow-up questions (When did a headache begin, how severe is it,

where is it located?) (CLARIFY-FINDING)

process-oriented discrimination questions (To discriminate between meningitis and

brain-abscess, determine if the disorder is spread throughout the central nervous system

or is localized.) (GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE)

triggered questions (Given that the patient has a stiff neck, we might immediately ask

whether he has a headache or other neurological symptoms, because of the possibility

that this might be meningitis.) (FORWARD REASON)

general questions to determine the availability or presence of findings and tests To

determine whether the CSF is cloudy, a lumbar puncture must be taken.) (FINDOUT)

general questions to establish that the relevant history is complete (Has the patient been

hospitalized recently? Is he taking any medications?) (ASK-GENERAL-QUESTIONS)

The gtxpert-teachet s directives to students are the primary source 'or formulating the tasks of

NEOMYCIN'S diagnostic procedure (Appendix III).

4. Representing the model: Strategy and domain knowledge
NEOMYCIN'S abstract and explicit diagnostic procedure distinguishes it from other Al programs. The

procedure is abstract because it is separated from the domain knowledge--a feature common to

frameoriented s,;s`ems. The procedure is explicit because it is represented in a well-structured way,
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not arbitrary cede--a feature common to rule-based systems.5 Here we discuss these two kri )wledge

representations

4.1. Representing strategy: Tasks, metarules, and end conditions

As already described, the strategy part of the model is represented as subprocedures we call tasks.

Each task has an ordered list of rules, sometimes called a "rule set," associated with it.6 We call

them metarules because they reason about which domain rules (more generally. "domain relations")

should be applied to the problem. The metarules determine which causal, subtype, definition, or

disease process relations will be exploited for purposes of broadening the differential, contrasting

hypotheses, focusing on a hypothesis, refining a hypothesis, confirming a hypothesis, or determining

whether a finding is present.

For example, the FORWARD-REASON metarule that says, "If there is a red-flag finding, then do

forward reasoning with it," is using the relation "red-flag finding" to index the knowledge base. More

specifically, this metarule causes red-flag (or significant, abnormal) findings to be considered first.

We say that tne relation "red-flag finding" partitions set of findings. This is the typical way in which

metarules use relations that organize domain knowledge to select findings, hypothesis, and relations

to apply to the problem at hand. To the degree that a concept like "red-flag finding" can be given a

consistent meaning in several problem domains, the diagnostic procedure is domain independent. It

is plausible that we might construct such a theory of knowledge organization because relations like

"red-flag finding" are completely defined by how they are used by the diagnostic procedure.

A task has associated with it a description of how its metal ules are to be applied. (To "apply a rule"

means to determine whether the "if part" of the rule is satisfied [i.e., the rule "succeeds "], and if so,

to carry out the action specified in the "then part" of the rule.) There are four possibilities:

1. simple, try-all: all of the metarules are applied once in sequence (a simple procedure of

multiple steps).

2. simple, don't-try-all: the metarules are applied in sequence until one succeeds, then the

task is complete (control returns to the calling task) (a "do one" selection).

5
That is, the procedure is expressed in a language for which we can write an interpreter that can reason about how tasks are

invoked, as well as their input and output: The notation is declarative. (Rumeihart and Norman, 1983) provides a good,
up-to-date discussion of the declarative/procedural distinction.

6
Currendy, there are 45 tasks and 80 metarules; thus the procedure is highly structured, witn relatively few steps or methods

for achieving any one task.
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3. it,...,tive, try-all: the metarules are applied in order, repetitively, until no rule succeeds (a

simple loop; NEOMYCIN currently has no tasks of this type, probably because "try-all"

suggests constantly changing methods or following a breadth-first approach).

4. iterative, don't-try-all: the metarules are applied in order, with control returning to the
head of the list each time a rule succeeds, until no rule succeeds (a "pure production
system").

The "if part" of a metarule generally examines the working memory and domain knowledge. The

"then part" invokes another task, applies a domain rule, or requests a finding of the informant.

A task generally has an argument, known as the focus of the task, that part of the working memory

it is operating upon (a finding, hypothesis, or domain rule). A task can have only one focus, but it

might be a list, such as the entire differential.

A history is kept of which tasks have been done, recording the focus, if appropriate. Metarules

reference this history, for example to determine if a particular hypothesis has been pursued. Other

bookkeeping, such as resetting global registers that characterize the state of the differential, is

handled by rules applied before or after the task metarules.

A task may have an end condition, which is evaluated whenever a metarule succeeds. If A is

satisfied, the task is aborted. Importantly, end conditions can be inherited from tasks higher on the

stack, and each task along the way will be aborted. End conditions describe either preconditions,

which must be true for it to make sense to be doing the task (see end condition of EXPLORE-AND-

REFINE) or what the task is trying to achieve (when it can be halted-see GENERATE-QUESTIONS).

NEOMYCIN'S end conditions all refer to the differential: the presence of strong evidence for a

"competing" hypothesis; the presence of a hypothesis in a new, unexplored category; an "adequate"

differential to begin a diagnosis. Some tasks are always allowed to go to completion (indicated by an

end condition of DONTABORT). We can think of the end condition mechanism as a means for

"backing out of a procedure" when it becomes inappropriate or its goal is no longer of highest

priority.

In summary, the knowledge for applying tasks -knowledge for controlling metarules, focusing,

bookkeeping, and interrupting--constitutes a knowledge base in its own right.

Figure 4-1 summarizes how the diagnostic procedure interacts with domain knowledge. Figure

4-2 shows a task definition and a metarule expressed in internal form, using the MRS language, a form
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of predicate calculus (Genesereth et al., 1981). (In MRS notation, $X will match whatever term is in the

database and once bound will maintain that value in the rest of the expression). Note that

intermediate relations, such as "active hypothesis," are also defined by rules written in MRS. Further

details about the advantages of the MRS notation and NEOMYCIN'S procedural language for

representing straZagy appear in (Clancey, 1985a).

In general, new strategies are expressed by writing new metarules and tasks and defining

appropriate new structural relations for indexing domain knowledge. In summary, the control

language constructs include: tasks, controlled metarules, problemsolving history, end conditions,

primitive actions (ask, conclude, apply a rule), and a relational language for organizing domain

knowledge (referenced by the conditional part of metarules). Domain knowledge and its organization

is considered in the next section.

4.2. Representing domain knowledge: States, relations, and strengths

The domain knowledge consists of states, unary and binary relations defined on states and other

relations, and information about the strength of relations.

4.2.1. States

There are two kinds of states: findings and hypotheses. Findings are observations describing the

problem. There are two kinds of findings: soft (circumstantial or historical) and hard (laboratory or

direct measurements). Soft findings tend to be categorical, weak, and easily determined. Hard

findings are specific, strong, and often costly, dangerous, or time-consuming to determine.

Hypotheses are partial descriptions of the disorder process causing the findings, that is, hypotheses

explain the findings and constitute the problem-solver's diagnosis.?

4.2.2. Causal and subtype relations

Findings and hypotheses can be related by cause and subtype. Various larger structures are built

out of these parts:

Etiological taxonomy -- a subtype hierarchy of hypotheses. These are the ultimate
causes of disorders. For example, in medicine, these hypotheses include poisoning, an

injury from falling down, infection by a virus, and psychological problems (refer to Figure

3-3). Associated with each hypothesis are findings or other hypotheses that it causes or

'Technically, distinctions among states, such as "hypothesis," "soft finding" and "red-flag finding" are unary relations,
which we express in metarules as (HYPOTHESIS ',STATE), (SOFT-FINDING $STATE) and (RED-FLAG-FINDING ',STATE). The

states themselves are relations (e.g., (HEADACHE $PATIENT)). though as shorthand we write them as atomic propositions
(e g., HEADACHE). Thus. we write (HYPOTHESIS HEADACHE), rather than (HYPOTHESIS (HEADACHE $PATIENT)).
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Figure 4-1: Interaction of working memory with domain and strategic knowledge:

A domain independent language of relations partitions domain knowledge,

enabling a domain independent procedure to index and selectively apply facts

<Task Control Knowledge)
(TASKTYPE PROCESS-FINDiNG SIMPLE)
(TASK-TRY-ALL-RULES PROCESS-FINDING)
(ENDCONDITION PROCESS-FINDING DONTABORT)
(TASKFOCUS PROCESS-FINDING $FOCUS- FINDING)
(LOCALVARS PROCESS-FINDING (RULELST SUPERFINDINGS FOCUSQS))
(ACHIEVED-BY PROCESS-FINDING (METARULE089 ...))
(DO-AFTER PROCESS-FINDING (RULE381))

<Typical Metarule>
(IF (AND (SOFT-FINDING $FOCUS- FINDING)

(ACTIVE-HYP $HYPOTHESIS)
(EVIDENCE-FOR SFOCUS-FINDING $HYPOTHESIS $RULE SCF)
(UNAPPLIED $RULE))

(TASK APPLYRULE $RULE))

<Auxiliary Rule>
(IF (OR (DIFFERENTIAL SNYPOTHESIS)

(AND (DIFFERENTIAL SH1)
(CHILD $HYPOTHESIS SH1))

(AND (DIFFERENTIAL SH2)
(TAXONOMIC-ANCESTOR SHYPOTHESIS SH2)))

(ACTIVE-HYP $HYPOTHESIS))

Figure 4.2: Internal form of the task PROCESS-FINDING and one of its metarules

("apply rules using the finding to conclude about a hypothesis in focus")
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are caused by it. Hypotheses lower in the tree inherit properties of all hypotheses on the
path to the root ("ANY-DISORDER"). Thus, bacterialmeningitis has manifestations
common to all infectious processes, such as fever and inflammation The leafnode
hypotheses are the most specific causes. usually those that can be treated to alleviate the
disorder.

The etiological taxonomy is actually a "tangled hierarchy" based on process relations.
Proceeding below INFECTIOUSPROCESS, the relations of each level are: "location."
"chronicity," "class of causal agent," and "causal agent." For example, children of
MENINGITIS are ACUTE-MENINGITIS and CHRONIC-MENINGITIS. Thus. each level of
the taxonomy further characterizes the kind of process in some way. Under this
interpretation, the top level of the etiological hierarchy pertains to events in the life
process of the device; design, birth, ingestion, growth, injury, etc. We have found this

characterization of the etiological taxonomy to be useful in our initial attempts to apply it
to computer software diagnosis.

There may be multiple etiologies requiring ~Qatment. For example, a traumatic injury,
such as falling and hitting one's head, can ise certain forms of bacterial meningitis.
Here the treatable cause is really two etiologies: the bacteria must be treated and, if the

patient is elderly, some means must be found to prevent the patient from falling again. (In

medicine, this relation is sometimes called a "complication" (Szolovits and Pauker.
1978).)

Causal network -- hypotheses that characterize general states, neither findings (directly

observed) nor etiologic hypotheses (pertaining to specific processes) which are related
by cause. To give them a name, we call these general characterizations of abnormal

conditions in the device state/categories. An example in medicine is "unusual space-
occupying substance in the brain," a non-observable condition, which can have many
etiologies. We have found it useful to distinguish between substances (or structural

features) and processes. This does not lead to a complete causal model, but it does
provide a useful discipline for our level of representation.8

Hypothesis subtype hierarchies hypotheses (either etiologic or state/category) related
by subtype. For example, INTRACRANIAL-MASS has subtypes INTRACRANIAL-TUMOR,

INTRACRANIAL-HEMATOMA, and INTRACRANIAL-MASS-0FPUS. Substances are
subtypes of substances; processes are subtypes of processes.

8
One potential difficulty is that this representation is more principled than common medical knowledge For example, in

some cases we found that our expert made no distinction among a substance causing a lesion. the lesion itself, and its
functional effects. Thus, a tumor is referred to as a type of lesion, a bit like saying that a pair of scissors is a kind of cut
Traversing a more articulated netwott may require different strategies than those used by the physician Indeed, to turn the
argument around, composition of relations through "compilation," or blurring of cause/subtype distinctions, as we observed
in our expert, may be useful for efficient search. See (Clancey, 1985b) for further discussion
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Finding subsumption hierarchies -- a presupposition hierarchy of findings. For example,

HEADACHE subsumes HEADACHE-SEVERITY, HEADACHE-DURATION, etc., because

consideration of headache severity presupposes that the patient has a headache. In

NEOMYCIN, a subsumption hierarchy is just a concise way of expressing inference

relations among findings. Subsumption can be further characterized by relations such as

"component of and "specialization of"--distinctions we have not yet found to be useful

for performance, but that might be useful for teaching.

4.2.3. Source, world-fact, definitional and process relations

Other domain relations are:

Source -- a finding can be the source of a set of findings that are collected together. For

example, the complete blood analysis is the source of the white cell count.

World-fact -- findings can be related by factual relations based on what is usually true

about the world. For example, males do not become pregnant; we can't determine

directly if a 1 year old has a headache; adults do not frequently suffer from ear infections.

Because there tends to be a different underlying relation for each case we have
encountered, this knowledge is currently proceduralized in NEOMYCIN in the form of "don't

ask" rules. For example, "if the patient is under 2 years old, don't ask if he has a

headache."

Definitional -- a finding can be defined in terms of other findings. For example, a neonate

is a person under five months of age.

Process feature -- a finding or hypothesis can characterize in more detail the process

partially described by another finding or hypothesis. For example, the patient's
temperature characterizes the finding that he has a fever. A pain can be characterized by

location and change in severity over time. Every hypothesis in the etiological taxonomy

can be characterized by a set of similar process features. Thus, each process feature

constitutes a relation upon which a generalization hierarchy can be based. For example,

an organ-involvement hierarchy of hypotheses is based on a hierarchy of locations.

(While our work has clarified these distinctions, in our limited domain and with our
current knowledge base, we use such multiple hierarchies only in the most limited way.)

Figure 4-3 summarizes how findings and hypotheses can be related.

4.2.4. Strength of a relation

Associated with causal relations is a "certainty factor" (CF), as used in MYCIN. For convenience in

associating a CF with a causal relation between states, and to signify that the association is a

heuristic that omits details, the relation is called a rule and given a name. For example, "double vision
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FINDING subsumes
is source of

is further characterized by (process features are)
defines
is usually related to (don't ask when)

FINDING is evidence for (causes or caused by)

HYPOTHESIS has process subtypes
is etiologic parent of
is caused-by

HYPOTHESIS

Figure 4-3: Summary of basic domain relations in NEOMYCIN.

is caused by increased intracranial pressure" is a rule with CF 0.8. We call the "if-part" of the rule the

premise and the "then-part" the conclusion.9 A rule premise is stated as a conjunction and each part

involving a finding or hypothesis is called a conjunct.

Certainty is dynamically propagated through the network of states by a fairly complicated scheme.

Basically, the maximum positive certainty is propagated upwards and the minimum negative certainty

downwards through the multiple hierarchies. Assuming a closed world, a parent will be negative if all

of its children are negative. Assuming mutual exclusivity, a sole believed child will inherit all the belief

of its believed parent. The "cumulative" CF used in reasoning combines the CF directly inferred from

rules with the propagated certainty.

A rule whose strength is very strong might be labeled as being an antecedent or trigger rule. These

are defined in terms of activation criteria:

A causal relation that is definite, having a certainty of 1.0, is generally labeled as an
antecedent rule, so named because the rile will be considered, as part of the program's

forward reasoning, when the premise of the rule is known to be true. For example, the

double-vision rule is so labeled, so the program will conclude that the patient is
experiencing increased intracranial pressure just as soin it learns that the patient has
double vision.

If an antecedent rule is also labeled as a trigger rule, then the program will attempt to
satisfy the premise of the rule (by gathering additional findings if necessary), as soon as

9
Technically, we should call the "if-part" the antecedent and the "then.part" the consequent, but we reserve these terms for

characterizing the indexing schemes for applying rules.
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some specified part of the premise (one or more conjuncts) is satisfied

4.3. Implicit constraints of the diagnostic procedure

Metarules for tasks, as well as subtasks in the action of a metarule, are often ordered, and the

criteria for this ordering is not explicit in the model. These ordering criteria are constraints which the

problemsolver is trying to satisfy or which are imposed by his reasoning ability From our study of the

metarules, we have identified several sources of constraints in diagnosis. a

Cognitive Economyto incur the least costs in terms of mental effort, acting within the

constraints of human memory and reasoning capability, specifically,

o the size or organization constraints of memory for holding the current problem

description and partial solution ("working memory"),

o the organization of domain knowledge ("long-term memory"),

o the manner in which knowledge is retrieved ("activation criteria").

Computational or mathematical constraints-properties of combinatorial, categorical, and

probabilistic search.

Assumptions about the world-disorder patterns. determined by the frequency of
problems previously encountered, in turn determined by device weaknesses and external

influences on devices. These assumptions or expectations can be used to constrain

search.

Sociological economy--to make the correct diagnosis, with the least expenditure of
money and time, with due regard for the value placed on life and equipment, and
efficiently communicating information nee& and decisions.

In using a categorical search, asking general questions first, requesting hard data sparingly after

consideration of soft data, maintaining focus until leads have been exhausted, etc., the problem

solver is satisfying these constraints. We make an attempt in Appendix IV to indicate how the

constraints are evidenced by individual metarules and their ordering. The main constraints of

concern are correctness, efficiency (speed), and minimizing mental effort. Correctness is best

evidenced by the systematic search of ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE; efficiency, by the

categorical reasoning of GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE and the use of general questions by

FINDOUT; and minimizing mental effort, by the nature of focus changes in PROCESS-FINDING and

EXPLORE-AND-REFINE. The constraints can also be grouped in terms of the problem solver's goals
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(reflecting cognitive and socioltr:,;a1 constraints) and constraints imposed by the task domain
(mathematical and statistical).

Each task corresponds to some condition the problem solver is trying tc make true; the metarules

and task control knowledge constit'ite a procedure for making the condition true. We say that tasks

proceduralize constraints (VanLehn and Brown, 1979), that is, they seek to satisfy constraints by

conditional actions. For example, one of the correctness constraints relevant to EXPLOREAND-

REFINE is that all hypotheses placed on the differential must be pursued eventually. One of the

ordered metarules for this task says, "If there is a sibling of the current focus Dr has not been

pursued, then in.foke PURSUEHYPOTHESIS with the sibling as focus." Thus, sub 3 with a given

focus are invoked to satisfy constraints.

The structural properties of NEOMYCIN'S domain knowledge reveal an interesting set of cognitive

and task domain constraints. However, these properties are a strong reflection of the cases the

model has been developed upon, so they are just a set of unrefuted or convenient (known to be false

in general) assumptions.

Every problem that will be encountereo can be uniquely characterizeci in terms of some
single disorder that has been diagnosed before (an assumption known iu be taLse in
general). These "etiologies" can be organized hierarchically in multiple ways,
particularly according to proses: rehtions.

Evidence for disorders is general/; teak, requiring categorical reasoning and inheritance
of belief.

o There are no "deep" causal models that explain the normal functioning if tile
device's behavior (an assumption known to be false in general). Therefore,
reasoning does not benefit from complete structural (anatomical) information about
the device.

o There are few "pathognomonic" findings, that is findings that clearly identify the
disorder.

Nevertheless, groups of findings strongly "trigger" hypotheses because of the high
frequency with which the disorder exhibits that pattern of findings, the disorder's
relatively high a priori probability over other hypotheses that explain the findings, and/or
it is a serious and treatable disorder.

Patterns in fiiding/hypothesis relations make it pcsaible to characterize f'-xlir ,s as
"non-specific" vs. "red-flag," "a good general question," "a good follow-up question."
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The tasks and metarules are deliberately formalized at a level of detail that will be useful for

providing explanations to a student in a tutoring system. However, it is becoming apparent that

constraint information is essertial for deciding what parts of the model should be emphasized during

teaching and what parts might !After with individual abilities and preferences. For example, we might

explain student errors by systematically relaxing the constraints of the procedure. We are currently

extending the model to include annotations that indicate: what is arbitrary and not part of the model

(e.g., order of GENERATE-QUESTIONS metarules); what may reasonably vary among individuals

!order of PROCESS-FINDING metarules); what no person could logically expect to do differently

(doing FORWARD-REASON before information is received); what individuals might do differently, but

which would violate the principles of the idealized model (e.g., doing EXPLORE-AND-REFINE before

GROUP- AND-DIFFERENTIATE).

Note that NEOMYCIN'S procedure doesn't reflect some of the most important constraints useful for

the "present illness interview," namely the constraints of human interaction that require the problem-

solver to paraphrase finding requests in multiple ways and to cross-check information ("interface

constraints"). We assume that the informant speaks the model's language and is always reliable (see

FINDOUT). Interactional methods for talking to patients is certainly a key part of what students learn

in the classroom diagnosis games. In the six classroom transcripts we have analyzed, one-third of the

teacher's interruptions (10 of 30) are directed at giving practical advice of this sort.

In summary, at this stage in NEOMYCIN'S development we are developing a procedural language that

enables the program to articulate its reasoning. By studying the procedures we write down in this

language, we may become able to represent them at a more principled level, in terms of the

constrairus they seek to satisfy. (See (Clancey, 1985a) for a significant expansion of this point. Also

see section 5.3.2 for a discussion of an expert's awareness of constraints on his behavior.)

5. Evaluating the model: Sufficient performance and plausible
constraints

Having considered how NEOMYCIN'S model is acquired and represented, we now turn to its

evaluation: A general discussion of what the program, really is, what it says about the nature of

expertise, and what its limitations are. Evaluation is very difficult. At this time, we can only hope to

explicate the issues and discuss how we're handling them, rather than describe formal, completed

experiments

In considering evaluation, we take NEOMYCIN as it exists today as an incomplete artifact, and we ask,
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"What IS it?" What kind of program is it? What is its basis in fact? What does it tell us about human

reasoning? About knowledge engineering? About computationalmode;ing? This is an opportunity to

take stock of the enterprise, criticize the program, and try to determine what has been accomplished.

Four perspectives are useful for evaluating the program, to be considered in this order:

1. Performance: Does the program run? Does its behavior (question asking and diagnosis)
I suitably match, on some domain of problems, the expert behavior we seek to model?

Articulation: Is the level of explicitness of the representation appropriate? Do the
program's explanations of its behavior correspond to the statements made by an expert
teacher explaining the tasks and rationale of diagnosis to students?

.

3. Accuracy: Does the program model human reasoning? Are the constraints of the tasks
what experts seek to satisfy in their problem solving? Are the implicit assumptions about
correctness, efficiency, and cognitive economy justified?

4. Completeness: is the program a comprehensive model of diagnostic reasoning? Are the
domain knowledge structures and search techniques complete for some domain of
problems?

The first two perspectives are concerned with the sufficiency of the model for different settings

requiring expertise (refer to Figure 1-1 in Section 1). The second two perspectives examine whether

this is a plausible model of human competence and whether it fully captures the full range of human

diagnostic behavior. We evaluate NEOMYCIN'S acquisition and representation from these perspectives

in the sections that follow.

5.1. Performance of the model: Problem solving

Perhaps a non-trivial point, a pre-requisite for claiming that NEOMYCIN is a model at all is that it runs:

It "computes" behavior that we can match against the behavior of people. This is a property of the

representation of the diagnostic procedure; it is structured into recursive subprocedures, with control

information for stopping and printing results. Its activities are to gather information and construct a

solution. Contrast this with the constraints (given in Section 4.3) which the tasks implicitly satisfy.

Such statements might capture what problem solvers try to accomplish and the background in which

t% y work, but they do not specify the process by which consideration of specific domain knowledge

4., 1 actio...s taken in the world interact. NEOMYCIN'S metarules combine considerations of domain

knowledge (via indexing relations) and working memory to conditionally invoke the right subtasks

(with the right focus) to satisfy the task constraints.
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NEOMYCIN solves problems at least as well as MYCIN. In particular, its conclusions al e reasonably

close to MYCIN'S for the ten cases used in a double-blind evaluation of MYCIN (Yu et al., 1979).

However, we demand much more of NEOMYCIN. Unlike MYCIN, it should:

Reason in a focused, hypothesisdirected way. Fa: example, if the infection is chronic, it

should not explore acute subtypes of meningitis. In contrast, MYCIN'S questionasking is

undirected and exhaustive for all types of meningitis.

Consider meningitis from initial information and decide what tests to request, such as a

lumbar puncture. MYCIN is told that the patient has meningitis and that certain laboratory

tests are avak.ble. NEOMYCIN must begin with more general, non-specific findings, such

as "headache" and "malaise," consider meningitis, and decide when a lumbar puncture

would be too dangerous to do.

2 _qsider competitors of meningitis and know when they are more likely. MYCIN has no

knowledge of migraine, tension-headache, brain abscess, etc. NEOMYCIN carries on a

"differential diagnosis," knowing when to consider these competitors and how to
contrast them.

Reason more generally about findings, for example, determine what lab test to request,

based nn subtype and definiticial information.

There are other differences in performance (e.g., as specified in the task FINDOUT and FORWARD-

REASON), but these are the main ones. Our main technique for testing (and developing) the program

is to run cases with different correct diagnoses, but having very similar Initial findings. This tests the

program's ability to elicit relevant additional information and to adopt different lines of reasoning

appropriately. Trivially, the program should not always pursue meningitis. The same evaluation

technique is essential for measuring comr:ateress of the model as well. Evaluation of the order of

questioning pertains most closely to matt( ra of accuracy and is considered in that section.

A notinsignificant question is, "Why does NEOMYCIN work correctly at all?" There are two aspects

to this. First, how can abstract explanations given by a physic tn (e.g., "look for associated

symptoms"), coded as tasks and metarule. ;, produce the right answoi ? Second, what is the nature of

reasoning that allows us to completely separate the domain knowledge from the reasoning

procedure? The issue of explanation is treated here; the more general characterization of reasoning

is treated in the final section of the paper.

It is plausible that the expert's explanations should constitute at least the outline of an effective

procedure. Recall from Section 3 that all behavior is explained in terms of the effect it will have on the
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expert's thinking. He says, "I'm trying to form and test my hypothesis set in some way." Indirectly, we

take this to be his general task at that point- -what he is trying to do--and write rules that will invoke

that task and carry it out. A procedure written to have the same effects on working memory will

generate the same questions as the expert, with the same final diagnosis, and can be characterized

abstractly by the same explanations supplied by the expert.

The question has a deeper side, however. Do NEOMYCIN'S metarules really come from the expert?

What do we supply from our knowledge of the constraints of diagnosis? All of the major tasks bear

some 'elation to the expert's explanations, visible most clearly in the classroom discussions when he

tells students what they should and should not be doing. (Recall the examples in Section 3.7.) Most

of the rules for FORWARD-REASON, FINDOUT, and ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESISSPACE are inferred

from conclusions the expert states and the questions he asks. But the nature of the inferences are

different. For example, FORWARD-REASON and FINDOUT consist of lists of metarules using

straightforward domain relations such as SUBSUMES. That is, we inductively abstract patterns from

expert behavior, based on our evolving knowledge of the relations among findings and hypotheses.

The simple co-appearance of findings in a problem solution is often sufficient to suggest metarules.

(For example, the subsumption relation among findings suggests why "travel" would be mentioned at

the same time as "lived in Mexico.")

However, ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE is a procedure involving search of a taxonomy. We

have to infer both the domain relations and subprocedures from patterns in the expert's questions.

Explanations point the way at critical times, and the classroom discussions seem to confirm most of

our analysis, as strategies we learn Aductively are often stated explicitly in class (particularly the idea

of looking up, then down the etiological taxonomy). But, most of our confidence .n the completeness

of the procedure is based on mathematical considerations of set manipulations, concepts the expert

never mentioned. The idea of getting the right answer into the differential, even at just the highest

categorical level, and then winnowing down makes good mathematical sense. In this way, the
metarules are designed to work: The constraints of at theory are adhered to at every turn.

In summary, NEOMYCIN'S model is not supplied directly by the expert. It is constructed by relating
his behavior to mathematically logical maneuvers within the data- and hypothesis-driven reasoning

scheme. however, our views are strongly guided by the expert's emphasis on what he is trying to do --

what new evidence can accomplish in terms of getting the right answer.

The relation of empirical and rational approaches for constructing a model has been a subject of

much debate (e.g., see (Anderson and Bower, 1980)). Our methodology is summarized in Figure 5.1.
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EMPIRICAL Tasks/Metarules
Observed Diagnostic > Abstracted patterns <=====

and Explanation Behavior of knowledge and search
of Expert and effect on working

r memory

I I

I I

+ -< < < - - -+
Working Program

(requires that theory be sufficient
to solve problems and hence
explain phenomena in the world)

Figure 5-1: Combined empirical and rational methodology

[After lAnderson and Bower, 1980)]

RATIONAL
Mathematical
and Logical
Analysis

Given the logical basis for much of the mode!, we might wonder whether we could construct a

proof that the program will always output the right diagnosis. One approach is to break the proof into

parts:

1. Prove that the hypothesis that explains the findings or some more general hypothesis will

be put in the differential,

2. Prove that it an" :'^ Ancestors will be examined, and

3. Prove that it will be refined to its subtypes and causes.

There are many subtle interactions to consider. For example, considering a hypothesis requires

inferring evidence for it by some rule. A rule not applied immediately might be considered later. If a

rule is not a trigger rule, it still might be invoked by the GENERATE-QUESTIONS task, but this task

won't be invoked if the differential is already "adequate." Thus, a hypothesis might not be considered

if belief in some alternative explanation is strong enough. Also, the problem ultimately reduces to

proving that the knowledge base's finding/hypothesis relations are complete and correct, a difficult

assumption to start with and difficult to prove independently.

However, this analysis can be used to complement the usual test of running cases. Stepping

through it, we discovered that NEOMYCIN did not examine ancestors of state/category hypotheses--a

GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE metarule was missing. We conclude that this approach is a

worthwhile cross-check for developing the model.
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5.2. Performance of the model: Articulating reasoning

Evaluating the explanation capability of NEOMYCIN is perhaps best done in a tutorial setting. Does

the program use appropriate terminology? Does the program explain its question-asking with

appropriate generalizations? A prototype explanation system demonstrates during problem-solving

that the program's level of representation is apparently close to the terminology used by the expert

(Has ling, 1984). Major explanation issues as we begin to use NEOMYCIN for teaching include: The

proper mix of abstract and concrete statements, terminology (e.g.. task names like ESTABLISH-

HYPOTHESISSPACE have to be restated), and use of a model to selectively present and summarize

reasoning.

One very interesting test of the ability of the program to articulate its reasoning involves use of a

"student modeling" program. We have transcripts of discussions of six cases in a classroom, in

w: rich one student interviews (and diagnoses) another student who is pretending to have a particular

illness. Can we combine a program that uses NEOMYCIN'S model with some (hopefully) simple

pedagogical rules, to predict not only when the teacher will interrupt the student/physician but

(because of model violation) predict as well what he will say? To do this, we would need more case

discussions in NEOMYCIN'S domain or would need to expand the program's domain of expertise.

5.3. Accuracy of the model

By reoucing the metarules to constraint assumptions, and separating out accuracy of the

implementation of the constraints, arguments about accuracy reduce to showing that the principles

upon which the model is based are valid. NEOMYCIN'S design, in which the reasoning procedure is

stated in a special, well-structured language, completely separately from the domain knowledge,

helps makes these principles clear. We start by writing down how knowledge, working memory, and

task behavior interact, then we study what we have written down. With the components of the model

factored out this way, each can be examiner' for plausibility: Could human knowledge be structured

hierarchically with multiple indices? Could working memory include a list of hypotheses? Does

NEOMYCIN allow its differential to get "too long"? Is the recursive, single-argument invocation

structure of tasks plausible? Similarly, we might evaluate the end condition mechanism, means for

restoring context, etc. In fact, there are three considerations, though with some common constraints:

the task / metarule control language, the content of the metarules, and the representation of domain

knowledge.
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5.3.1. Competitive argumentation

Our primary technique for constructing the model is a form of "competitive argumentation"

described by Van Lehn (VanLehn, 1984, VanLehn, 1983). We enumerate alternative designs and

choose among them in a principled way. For example, in the extended protocol (Appendix II, line 5),

observe that the expert mentions evidence for increased intracranial pressure and goes on to use this

information immediately. When NEOMYCIN was first given this case, it gathered additional information

because "diplopia" did not make increased intracranial pressure certain. Why didn't the expert do

this? We list some alternative "designs":

1. The expert had made a definite conclusion; NEOMYCIN'S evidence rule is incorrect.

2. The expert knew of nothing that could disconfirm his current belief in increased
intracranial pressure, and he believed that the current evidence was fully reliable, not

susceptible to retraction. So there was no need to gather additional evidence; the
current belief was high enough to be useful in any way.

3. The expert used the information tentatively, planning to try to disconfirm the hypothesis

or the single finding upon which it was based, should this conclusion play a pivotal part in

the final analysis (e.g., should it suggest that an dangerous, invasive test is necessary).

That is, he is capable of retracting conclusions and reconsidering his decisions.

Having listed these, we can now argue about whether other alternatives should be included, as well

as which is most likely. Furthermore given that most researchers would probably opt for the third

("allow retractions") alternative, and NEOMYCIN now uses the second ("assume reliability"), we can

proceed to construct cases in which the program's behavior would fail to be an accurate model of

how people reason, thus testing the hypothesis that NEOMYCh I is inaccurate in a particular way.10

5.3.2. Difficulties of extracting principles from compiled knowledge

One effect of experience is that simple domain facts are proceduralized into specific rules for using

them and rules for controlling reasnri!ng are composed and generalized. This effect is called

"knowledge compilation" (P' es and Anderson, 1981). In attempting to formulate a competence

model, we want to carefully decompose these rules and state how knowledge is used, separately from

the facts themselves. That is, we want to "decompile" expert knowledge, to the extent possible, to

get at the primitive knowledge organization and control that lies behind it. Evaluation of accuracy of

10
Indeed, taking this example, the inability to change conclusions that have been used to form other conclusions is very

basic. We should examine the entire model critically from this perspective For example, we are probably missing
FORWARDREASON metarules that detect that a prior conclusion must be changed or task interruptions (end conditions) that
trigger reconsideration of the patient model
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the model takes place at this lower level.

However, separation of domain facts and abstract control may be difficult if compilation occurs in a

principled way. A result of compilation might be systematically mistaken for a new principle, a

primitive step of the diagnostic strategy. For example, consider a case in which a finding counts

against a hypothesis. Suppose further that the hypothesis has not been considered yet, but is a child

of some hypothesis that is about to be refined. Now, would the negative evidence be consciously

noticed by problem solver at refinement time, when the children are logged as hypotheses to pursue

(placing them in the differential), or would it not occur until the problem solver focuses on that

hypothesis and tries to confirm it? (Similarly, if you are using an agenda, do you note the evidence

while putting the task of pursuing the hypothesis on the agenda [and decide not to schedule it], or

when you go to do the task?) There appear to be no simple answers. It all depends on how long ago

the finding was revealed, what the problem solver was thinking about at the time, how strongly he is

swayed by other hypotheses, etc.

A similar example suggests that we are dealing with a general problem about attention and

focusing. Does the problem solver notice that a task such dS testing a hypothesis is trivially done in

some context when looking for a new focus (e.g., in EXPLORE-AND-REFINE when examining

hypotheses to pursue). Or is this noticed after the operation is scheduled and begun? Put another

way, should the metarule predicate do look-up only and require the invoked task to observe and

record completion?

In an expert, compilation of knowledge probably combines scheduling and task behavior. In a

novice, the separation might be more complete. so his behavior is methodical, but rigid, clumsy, and

inefficient by not being adapted to routine problems. This suggests that NEOMYCIN is a model of

competence--what the expert is capable of doing (at the task level), rather than the actual operations

(performance) he does for any given case. He is traveling on familiar roads and takes shortcuts that

are compositions of primitive steps.

In building NEr1MYCIN, it has been difficult to isolate unambiguous, principled paths by which the

expert indexes knowledge. In some cases, more than one inference path is possible. Indeed, when

information is useful for more than one inference path, it tends to become one of the "important

general questions I always ask" rather than "something I need to confirm a specific hypothesis" (see

Figure 5-2). In general, it can be unclear whether the expert is indexing via findings, asking things he

knows will usefully modify his differential, versus indexing via hypotheses that he currently cares

about. As expert reasoning tends to be more data-directed (Chi, et al., 1981), subgoais are set up by
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"trigger rules" (see PROCESSFINDING in Appendix IV), rather than arising from a hypothesis-

directed line of questioning (TEST-HYPOTHESIS). Rubin's model (Rubin, 1975) and ours differ in this

respect. In fact, trigger rules occupy an interesting midway point in our model: They are a form of

"compiled" knowiedge that beginners need to be taught immediately if they are not to be extremely

inefficient. Follow-up questions (CLARIFY-FINDING) are another manifestation of compiled

knowledge that must be distinguished from deliberate attempts to confirm a hypothesis.

A model of competence is an idealized, "interpreted" statement of expert reasoning --the conscious

steps an expert follows when reasoning in "careful" mode, rather than routinely solving problems.

We claim that the expert's knowledge, full of shortcuts as it is, can be expanded into principled steps

(or alternative principled procedures)." A principled procedure is an "Interpretive simulation" in

which the outward behavior of data requests and conclusions is matched, but many intermediate

steps (e.g., decide to EXPLORE-AND-REFINE, choose a focus, REFINE-HYPOTHESIS, TEST-

HYPOTHESIS, choose a finding) would only be consciously followed by a beginner (knowing the right

procedure) or an expert faced with a difficult problem.

Furthermore, we must distinguish composition of procedure and medical knowledge with

compilation of the medical knowledge base itself. As a set of schemes characterizing diseases,

domain knowledge is knowledge of patterns in the world. The problem solver asks, "Of all the

problems I have encountered in the world or am likely to encounter, Mist are the common causes, the

serious findings, the general questions important to ask early on, imponant causes, and useful follow-

up questions?" These patterns all relate to importance in terms of usefulness (of a finding, based on

the number of evidence links or its ability to discriminate) and likelihood (of a hypothesis). Thus, by

case experience or general knowledge of the problem population, associations are specialized and

abstracted, moving to the level of heuristic knowledge as opposed to simple facts about cause and

subtype. By some form of structural analysis, it may become possible to derive a theory of when a

finding would be a good general, trigger, or follow-up question in a given domain. (See (Clancey,

11For example, we dise"riw a rule of the form, "Headache and fever triggers meningitis," because fever is evidence for an
infection and meningitis is a kind of infection. The link between fever and meningitis should be made via propagation of belief
from the parent, infectiousprocess. Otherwise, the evidence of a fever is considered redundantly. However, we allow a
specialized rule stating "headache and high fever," or its more correct generalization, "headache and evidence for a
fulminating infection," because the information about severity is not factored into the belief that the pctient has an infection. In
general, when we study a rule of the form "A implies B," we must always ask whether there is sons hypothesis X in the
knowledge base, where X implies B, meaning that the new rule should state that A implies X. In the example given here, we
might also decide to have fever trigger infectious-process, and write an ordinary evidence rule of high CF that headache
implies meningitis. If the patient has a fever. infectious-process will be triggered; meningitis wiN then be "active" and noticed
should it become known that the patient has a headache (see PROCESS-FINDING in Appendix IV and the metarule stated in
Figure 4-2).
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Figure 5-2: Finding request interpreted as a "compiled" general question or a
deliberate attempt to confirm a hypothesis
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1985a) for further discussion.)

In summary, in identifying primitive steps and knowledge relations in the diagnostic model, we need

to clear about:

Kinds of knowledge. Figure 5.3 summarizes the basic elements of NEOMYCIN'S
diagnostic model. The model consists of domain knowledge relations (kinds of patterns),

reasoning tasks for using this knowledge (a classification procedure concerning focus

and activation of associations), and constraints that could be used to derive the
procedure (the rationale for the procedure).

Kinds of "knowing." We claim that a good teacher knows the domain relations and the

general tasks for manipulating the differential. He can talk about this knowledge; it is not

just reflected in his behavior. In classroom explanations, the teacher also mentions many

social constraints, as well as some logical constraints (regarding search of trees) and

some case experience constraints (such as correlations among findings). This is the

substance of what we want to teach students.

However, some of parts of NEOMYCIN'S procedure, particularly FORWARDREASON,

describe what experts do and are essential to construct a complete, runnable model. We

believe that these tasks, corresponding to the "cognitive constraints," are generally not

consciously considered by experts and needn't be taught. These tasks are not known in

the same sense that "serious causes of sore throat" are known; they are automatic, they

are how the mind does diagnostic classification. Perhaps FORWARDREASON and its
/*mules are more a description of how the hardware works, rather than of a particular

software program or strategy. Does ESTABLISHHYPOTHESISSPACE fall in between,
so that grouping and refining categories is automatic, but profits from conscious
direction (to be aware of and cope with knowledge gaps)? Thus, given that NEOMYCIN is a

model of what experts do, we must distinguish between the processor and the program,

and then overlay a secondary description of what experts know about what they do.

We might conclude that a goad teacher knows much more about problem solving than
the averace practitioner. But it is interesting to conjecture that the mark of an expert is

precisely this motaknowledge of how he reasons: He knows that there are procedures,

that these procedures derive from constraints that problem solving must respect, and that

there is a mode of reflective reasoning for checking his behavior for completeness and

consistency, both for solving difficult problems and justifying his conclusions (teaching).

Origin and development of knowledge. As discussed in this section, associations can

be learned directly by rote (e.g., trigger rules), composed from primitive associations
(e.g., headache and fever suggesting meningitis), generalized from experience (e.g.,

patterns of serious causes of a disease), or instantiated from more general principles
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(e.g., testing a given hypothesis might be learned as a specific set of things to do,
following the principles for testing any hypothesis in general). Complicating the analysis,

what is compiled from experience by one problem solver might be taught by rote to
another. Finally, in relating behavior to mctivational principles or a plan. we must
remember that even a sequence of behavior could be generated by more than one plan.

It is even possible that automatic behavior is nondeterministic, in .le sense that the
problem solver's actions are explained by multiple plans (compiled paths of association)

and no single intention consciously produced his actions.12

The decomposition of knowledge types in NEOMYCIN has allowed us to make substantial progress

towards characterizing what physician teachers know and communicate with their students.

However, we have barely begun to properly account for the origin and development of this

knowledge.

' -ICASKS

I DOMAIN I

!RELATIONS' CONSTRAINTS

I SOCIAL CASE I MATH/ COGNITIVE

I

POPULATION I LOGICAL

Figure 5.3: Types of knowledge relating to diagnostic strategy.

Boxes indicate what a physician teacher can articulate.

12
John Seely Brown, personal communication
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5.3.3. Using a competence model to explain variant behavior

By assumption, the "careful mode" of reasoning is principled. A good way to extract these

principles is to give experts difficult problems. In this way we characterize the nature of expertise and

how experts and novices might differ. In particular, as already suggested, a principled analysis of

mechanisms has real relevance for explaining errors that people make in diagnosis.

A good example of a principled error appears in the classroom excerpt of Figure 5-4. Several

students are interviewing the student W1, who is pretending to be a patient. The students' questions

about sore throats are not random. The students appear to be looping in the task of CLARIFY-

FINDING, following the principle of characterizing a finding in terms of the process (see Figure 5.3.3,

parse 1). The error or misconception is that not every process question you might Fisk will be useful.

If the students know the strategy of characterizing a finding, they are applying it at the right time with

the right focus, but their knowledge base is not right: What are the useful follow-up questions to ask

about a sore throat? In fact, there might not be any in general; instead a causal analysis should be

undertaken (form a hypothesis and test it).

Given that the "useful follow-up questions" are determined by case experience, this analysis

suggests that some parts of "compiled knowledge" may normally be taught directly, rather than

learned from experience. That is, experiential knowledge--knowledge about how to efficiently solve

problems given a certain population of cases--may be learned by apprenticeship, rather than

individual practice. Trigger rules and useful general questions, two other forms of "compiled

knowledge" in NEOMYCIN, are probably also taught directly to students.

An alternative analysis of the sore throat protocol is that the students might not know what causes a

sore throat, so their differential is inadequate. They might be following the strategy of ELABORATE-

DATUM, a subtask of GENERATE-QUESTIONS, attempting to elaborate known symptoms until some

new clue triggers a hypothesis. This illustrates how we might explain student behavior in a principled

way in terms of the expert's diagnostic procedure operating on different domain knowledge. Having

st-.ted the procedure separately from the medical knowledge, we have a basis for inferring what

students are doing, the state of their working memory (e.g., an inadequate differential), and hence

their knowledge of domain relations. Thus, even if we don't need to teach the diagnostic procedure,

it is useful for motivating teaching of domain facts and detecting deficiencies.

We can of course generate an infinity of interpretations if we relax the assumption that the

student's procedures are correct. For example, perhaps stuck with an inadequate differential, the

students don't know enough to do GENERATE-QUESTIONS, but are instead attempting to "repair"
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W2: Have you had a lot of sore throats?

No.

Ml: So your throat is getting worse? Is that what you are saying?

A

W:: ", it's 'sally bothering -le and it just keeps drr-lino on. And
a when I've had a sere throat. I had it fbr a . m... a couple

Ml: I see.

Wi: It would bs, gone, but it just keeps dragging on and I'm just feeling
terrible.

M2: Does anything make the sore throat bet-r? Have you tried gargling?

Wi: 1'3, well I haven't really done too much about it. I just thought it
would go away, but it hasn't and as they said I'm just... I'm feeling
really tired and not feeling very good.

Ml: Your sore throat is always as painful when you get up in the morning
or is getting worse during certain time of the day?

Wi: Well I guess I haven't noticed too much difterence.

Ml: I see.

TEACHER:

Let me ask you a question. When ycm ask these questions about
wheOer gargling makes it better or worse. or whether it's better
certain times of the day, are you thinking about now that's going to
help you move down different differential diagnoses?

Ml: Uh nuh.

Fig.' re 5.4: Classrec discussion illustrating a diagnostic error
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ALTERNATIVE PARSE 01:

Same strategy, different knowledge

KAWARD-REASON

CLARIFY - FENDING
ilf(SORE THROAT)

any generally useful into

FINDOUT
WORSE?

GARGLING BETTER?

CHANGE DURING DAY?

ALTERNATIVE PARSE #2:

Same strategy, different working memlry

MAKE-DIAGNOSIS

IDENTIFY-PROBLEM

ASK-COMPLAINT GENERATE-HYPOTHESES

CLARIFY-FINDING

any useful question

FINDOUT

Figure 5.5: Alternative parses of student behavior shown in Figure
5.4
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their procedure. They can't continue, so they are looping on the last successful operation. In

addition, they might not know the useful follow-up questions to ask, but they know the principle that

allows them to generate candidates. This kind of analysis could be pursued by competitive

argumentation.

As another example of an incorrect procedure, consider the issue of when TEST-HYPOTHESIS can

be interrupted. Suppose that a finding becon is known that is relevant to some hypothesis.

previously considered, but that is not the current focus. Under what conditions does the problem

solver notice the association and when will he actually shift attention to pursue the other hypothesis?

Under one scheme, used by NEOMYCIN, "processing a finding" means deliberately widening attention

to notice relevance to any activated hypothesis. Under another scheme, the problem solver might

only observe relevance of findings to his current focus. The narrowly-focused problem solver might

never realize the significance of data to other hypotheses he cares about.

The very notion of a "task" as something that the problem solver does deliberately, a thinking

problem he imposes upon himself, allows us to dist iguish among problem solvers according to the

tasks they bring uoon themselves in various situations, such as when a new finding is revealed. When

distinctions in the model have implications fot correctness of the diagnosis, it will be important that

the model be annotated at this Mel of detail, so the teaching program can know and point out the

important tasks the students are failing to do.

5.4. Completeness of the model

While "accuracy" is concerned with the correctness of the assumptions and constraints of the

diagnostic procedure, "completeness" is concerned with coverage of the model: Does a wider

population of problems require more prob.3m-solving techniques? Given the association between

metarules and constraints, this question approximates asking whether we have identified all of the

relevant constraints that the task demands and taken into account all of the relevant capabilities of

human reasoning.13 As already stated, NEOMYCIN'S problem domain does not require all forms of

diagnostic reasoning that have been studied elsewhere. Without attempting to examine the
underlying issues, we simply list many of the limitations we know about:

Reasoning about structure and function of the body (Genesereth, 1984, Davis and Lenat,
1982).

13
Naturally, testing the program for accuracy may suggest ways in which the program is incomplete (e g.. the possibility of

retracting conclusons)
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Analogical reasoning using "device models" (Gentner and Stevens, 1983).

Interview techniques for getting reliable information from laymen (e.g , common sense
ways of detecting weight loss, finding out whether the patient has had rheumatic, lever:

knowing what the "white pill" is).

Description of causality and disease processes on multiple levels of abstraction (Patil,
1981).

Distinguishing among different forms of "subsumption."

Temporal reasoning: onset and progression of disease.

Using probabilistic information about ft. dings, ..ich as frequency information to bias and

rule out hypotheses.

Determining whether there is adequate evidence for a hypothesis should be contextual,

taking into account other hypotheses and unexplained findings (Cohen and Grinberg,
1983).

The problem solver must strive for a coherency by explaining the "important" findings

and explaining findings inconsistent with each other or which violate expectations formed

by his hypotheses. The program's "differential" should be a "case specific model" (Patil,

et al., 1982) that merges findings and hypotheses.

A real-world expert must deal with multiple, interacting, concurrent problems. The
problem solver must separate causes from complications (Rubin, 1975, Szolovits and
Pauker, 1978, Poole, 1982).

NEOMYCIN'S causal network is too simplistic to determine the completeness of its
strategies. For example, when the causal connections between data and the taxonomy

are long and complex, it is not feasible to follow each path (possible cause), testing and

confirming intermediate states along the way (Pools. 1982). However, as mentioned in

Section 4.2, such an articulated model may even require different strategies than used by

people, for it poses different search problems. We speculate that experts are searching a

highly composed model of disorders, not based on clear subtype and causal distinctions,

but allowing for highly efficient search.

Urgency, cost, the ability to treat a iisease, and human values in general must be
factored into the model explicitly.

Demonstrating the difficulty of this problem, the exclusions are more complex than what the model
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includes. Of course, the aim of the work has been to develop a representation useful for teaching, not

the most comprehensive model of diagnosis. It is premature to "flesh out" the model in all possible

ways. However, gaps in the model require that we argue for its extensibility, particularly within the

Lask/metarule/endcondition framework, which is the main product of this effort. Here the main

considerations are both psychological, at the level of interrupting and restoring focus of attenticn and

meta-level reasoning about an agenda of tasks, and representational, at the level of belief

maintenance, the constructed model of the problem, and intersection-search procedures

5.5. Summary of evaluation

We have argued that evaluation of accuracy and completeness of the model should focus on the

assumed constraints pertaining to knowledge structure, task requirements, human memory, and

reasoning. Evaluation of performance and articulateness requires exercising the program in

different, complex settings. including consultation. teaching, and learning. More specifically,we find

ways in which the same knowledge must be used in multiple ways. We examine how a particular

knowledge organization (e.g., subsumption) is used by different strategies and how a given strategy is

applied in different contexts for a single case Multiple cases enable as to vary the task, preventing us

from tailoring strategies to particular cases, and revealing not only where the model falls short, but

what properties of the task domain made the model appear adequate in other cases. Applying the

model to other domains, such as computer software failure diagnosis, further reveals unprincipled or

inadequately specified parts of the model (e.g., what is an etiological taxonomy?), and brings out

assumptions about the task domain that are implicit in the model (e.g., the nature of the informant).

6. Conclusions
The driving force in NEOMYCIN'S development has been to de_: Jr, a knowledge representation that

can be used to model human diagnostic reasoning and explar aton capability. The essential (and

novel) aspect of the design is representation of the diagnostic proce6urr as abstract tasks that

capture what structural Affect the problem solver is trying to have on his evolving model of the

problem. These tasks are invoked in a rule-like way that strongly emphasizes the problem solvers'

use of relational knowledge about the domain for ch )osing his next move.

What is the nature of masoning that arch a model of expertise would work? First, there must be

relatively more stereotypical situations (tasks and metarule conditions) than special case rules. It

must be possible for prohlem solving to proceed step-by-step in a principled way (even if this would

be unnecessary for the experienced problem solver), without encountering combinatorial problems.

Second, it must be possible to richly structure knowledge about possible solutions and problem
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features. These relations provide means for multiple, orthogonal hierarchical indexes that greatly

facilitate search. Note that these constraints are general; they are what enables us to form any

abstract modr I of strategy.

One purpose of NEOMYCIN has been to develop a language for representing abstract strategies

Follow-on work is concerned with using them in explanation (Has ling. 1984) and constructing a

student model (London and Clancey, 1982). There are many advantages that can be useful in

building any expert system ! Clancey, 1983b). In our continuing development, we are slowly. but

constantly, adding to the strategic model We are still at the point where a carefully chosen case will

reveal one or two important limitations in the model. In short, we are following an "enumeration

methodology": Writing what we want to study in some language, organizing the collection to find

underlying themes, and further developing the language to express important distinctions.

How applicable is the diagnostic procedure to other domains? The limitations described in Section

5.4 suggest tnat the model is far from complete. For example, electronic diagnosis often requires

lowIevel causal analysis, working backwards from symptoms to component failures (Davis 1983)

However, at a higher, functional level, particularly for an expert who has debugged a particular device

such as a given television or automobile model many times, we can expect that stereotypical

matching as in infectious disease diagnosis will occur. In this sense, NEOMYCIN'S diagnostic

procedure will carry over to other domains. It should be viewed as a subset of a complete procedure,

rather than as a specialized or over- simplified model.

What is the relation of NEOMYCIN to what the expert does? The model can be used to explain his

behavior in the sense that it can generate it, but above the level of finding requests and hypotheses,

the procedure is an abstraction, not steps he always consciously considers. In this sense, the

diagnostic procedure is a grammar for parsing a series of information-gathering questions. By

analogy with the grammar of natural language, it may reflect the innate nature of human reasoning,

specifically how knowledge is remembered. Given that the procedure we have formalized operates

entirely upon stereotypic knowledge of disorders, it can be characterized as a procedure for

searching classification knowledge. Or since all knowledge may be in some sense compiled (e.g.,

encoded hierarchically as differences from patterns), the diagnostic procedure is analogous to

Ko loaner's "executive strategies" for remembering (Kolodner, 1983). However, the NEOMYCIN model

pertains to the entire information-gathering procedure of diagnosis, not just a single probe of

memory.

As a matter of practice, the diagnostic procedure has some of the same value to an expert that
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knowledge of English grammar provides for a writer. Like English grammar some elements must be

taught or at least enforced early on. The orientation towards "things to think about" is directly useful

for teaching. Particularly, the idea of thinking in a hypothesis-directed way must be encouraged (but

is this because students simply lack the automatic associations?). Perhaps the grammar or logic of

diagnosis need not be conveyed explicitly, but certainly it is useful for a teacher of medicine to know

it. How often have teachers criticized students, when they were following the procedure used by

experts for coping with limited knowledge?

The idea of teaching students strategies or "how to think" has received considerable attention

from Al researchers. Papert's work with LOGO (Papert, 1980) is perhaps the most wellkilown

experiment in applying computational ideas to help problem solving in general. Our work raises

interesting questions in this regard. For example. could someone familiar with our description of

EXPLORE-AND-REFINE in terms of "looking up and looking down" and viewing diagnosis as a set-

construction activity provide better explanations than those given by our expert-teacher? That is,

having studied the constraints of the task more systematically than the expert, can we give students a

better idea of what they should be trying to do?

A teacher using NEOMYCIN'S model could go a step beyond Polya (Polya, 19t7) and others (e.g.,

(Schoenfeld, 1981)) who have tried to teach reasoning strategy to students. In contrast with other

research in teaching general strategies, we emphasize the role of domain relations ("structural

knowledge") in selecting among different operators that affect the hypotheE 3 space. From our

perspective, Polya's heuristics might seem vague and unworkable (Newell, 1983) because:

1. They are not presented as parts of a comprehensive task structure or meta-strategy (as
pointed out by Schoenfeld).

2. They lack a premise part that refers to working memory, the situation in which the

problem solver will find them to be useful for something he is trying to do; that is, they are
not stated as conditional operators.

3. The way *ri which they index particular mathematical solution methods is not clearly
worked out; that is, the domain relation vocabulary is missing.

NEOMYCIN'S relational vocabulary consists of causal, subtype, and process relations that classify

and link findings and hypotheses. Some of the specific terms considered in this paper are: finding,

soft-finding, red-flag finding, subsiaiice, and process location. These terms are like parts of speech

and syntactic units that classify and organize the problem-solver's domain lexicon. This is knowledge

for organizing knowledge: a means for expressing and using knowledge. A diagnostic strategy says
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in effect, "To accomplish a certain task. think about some finding (or hypothesis) that is related to

your current hypotheses (or known findings) by the X relation." "To refine a hypothesis, consider

common causes. What are the common causes of a sore throat?" As a self-directive, this is an

example of meta-cognition. Strategies orient the problem solver towards constructing and refining an

appropriate oroblem space. They constitute the managerial knowledge by which the problem solver

directs his attention and so brings his expertise to bear on the problem. Having gone beyond

MYCIN's single-layer, "quick association" model of thinking (as Schoenfeld has characterized

traditional expert systems), we are poised to experiment with teaching strategic reasoning.

Indeed, we have now entered a strange sort of loop in our research. We are teaching the

diagnostic strategy to research assistants to make them better computer program debuggers. (The

general question, "Has the patient undergone surgery?" becomes "Has this program been edited

since it last worked?") This experience suggests ways to generalize the model, helps us to develop

ways to teach it, and may enable us to implement the teaching program itself more efficiently. And so

again we find ourselves amid me complex web of learning, teaching, and problem solving.

I. Basic terminology of diagnosis

DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEM: A situation in which a device exhibits. behavior (findings) that

suggest that it is malfunctioning. A diagnostic problem has a "cause" that, for our
purposes, is one of a set of known processes (hypotheses). Example: A severe headache

for a week and double vision in a patient is a diagnostic problem.

FINDING: An observable problem feature, generally characterizing the problem in a very

narrow, non-explanatory way. In medicine, these are signs, symptoms and laboratory

data. Example: A headeche is a finding.

HYPOTHESIS: An interpretation of findings in terns of underlying substances and
processes that produce them. A hypothesis can be said to "explain" the findings.
Example: "Space-occupying substance in the brain" is a hypothesis.

DIFFERENTIAL: The most specific set of hypotheses that the problem solver is
considering. By the "single-fault assumption" these hypotheses are mutually exclusive

anti therefore competing. Example: A typical differential might be brain-abscess and

chronic-meningitis.

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE: Findings, hypotheses, and relations among them that enable

inferences to be drawn about their applicability. Example: Medications "subsumes"

antibiotics, analgesics, and steroids. Example: An "evidence relation" links a finding to a
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hypothesis that causes or might be caused by it, as viral meningitis is caused by exposure
to the disease.

TASK: What the problem-solver is trying to dc with respect to findings, hypotheses, and
his domain knowledge. A task is accompl;shed by a procedure Or ordered conditional
actions, called metarules. We say that the metarules "achieve" the task. For example,
the metarules of the task PURSUE - HYPOTHESIS test and refine a given hypothesis.
Primitive tasks are to request information about a finding and to make an inference about
a finding or hypothesis.

FOCUS: The finding, hypothesis, or the differential that is the argument to a task, for
example, the hypothesis that the problem solver is trying to test.

METARULE: A conditional statement that partially accomplishes a task by invoking
subtasks. For example, "If the task is to establish the space of hypotheses relevant to this
problem and the differential has been reduced and refined, then ask general questions."
Metarules are either conditional steps in a procedure or preferentially ordered alternative
methods for accomplishing a task.

CONSTRAINT: Some condition that the problem solver must try to satisfy, such as to
solve the diagnostic problem in the shortest amount of time, or some limitation or
capability of his ability to reason that he must cope with, such as his ability to remember
the extent of his knowledge or the differential.

II. Detailed analysis of a protocol
In the protocol that follows, annotations indicate the NEOMYCIN tasks that would generate the

finding requests and hypothesis assertions made by the expert.14 Numbers in parentheses refer to

numbered statements that support the interpretation. Annotations precede the expert behavior they

are intended to explain This analysis illustrates the knowledge acquisition technique, the nature of

the diagnostic problem, and the model's representation in terms of tasks, focus, and domain relations.

Note that the metaniles that cause the tasks to be invoked are not indicated here; they are listed in

Appendix IV. 7igure 11.1 shows a parse tree of the physician's five data requests, which appear

underlined in the protocol. By comparison with Figure 3.2, you can see that this protocol illustrates

the central part of the diagnostic procedure, but not most of the tasks.

1 KE: What I wanted to do different in these cases is to pick cases where I

14
While we have a prototype modeling program that can generate similar annotations, they are still not nearly as good as

what we can do by hand In the interest of making NEOMYCIN'S model as comprehensible as possible, it seems best to show here
the best interpretations we can supply
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ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE

GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE

TEST-HYPOTHESIS

(BR! -;-MASS-LESION)

FINDOUT

(FOCALSIGNS)

I

WEAKNESS

10

TEST-HYPOTHESIS

(INFECTION)

FEVER

16

EXPLORE-AND-REFINE

PURSUE - HYPOTHESIS

(CHRONIC- MENINGITIS)

TEST - HYPOTHESIS

(TB-MENINGITIS)

TB EXPOSURE
24

TB PNEUMONIA

26

TEST-HYPOTHESIS

(COCCIDIOMVCOSIS)

1

SJ VALLEY TRAVEL

29

Figure 11-1: Parse with respect to the diagnostic model of the five questions

askeu in the protocol
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thought you might have to request more information than wha; I gave
originally so we can look at a little bit of that process. In these
cases especially, you can be as complete as possible in telling me
what you are thinking.

2 MO: So you just want to give me skeleton data?

3 KE: Yes, we'll see how it goes. I am going to try to follow the general
principle we had established, which was to tell you why the person
was in the hospital and how they got to the point where the lumbar
puncture was done.

4 First example: A 16-year old female. A two-week history of
headache. nausea, vomiting; and diplopia one day prior to admission.

task = IDENTIFY-PROBLEM

task = FORWARD-REASON (head& he. nausea, vomiting, diplopia,
headache-duration, nausea-duration. vomiting-duration.
diplopia-duration)

structural knowledge: diplopia is a serious (red flag) CNS finding
task = PROCESS-FINDING (diplopia)
task = APPLY-ANTECEDENT-RULES (causes of diplopia)
evidence rule: diplopia caused-by increased-pressure-in-brain (6)
task = PROCESS-FINDING (diplopia-duration)
task = APPLY-ANTECEDENT-RULES (mentioning diplopia-duration)
definition: max(duration of CNS findings) = CNS-problem-duration (5)

6 MD: (I think this would be a very good case to illustrate whether you
should do a lumbar puncture or not.) This is somebody who has
evidence of perhaps a pressure build-up in the brain for a two week
period of time.

(Causal explanation: how pressure build-up causes diplopia)

8 The diplopia comes because as the pressure builds up in the brain,
you can't focus your eyes properly. It is a very sensitive
indicator. One of the nerves that enervates the movement of the eyes
together is the first one that is impaired as the pressure builds up,

task. PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS (increased-pressure-in-brain) (7)

7 so that I would be concerned in this situation of increased pressure
in the brain

task: APPLY-ANTECEDENT-RULES (causes of increased-pressure-in-brain)
evidence rule: increased-pressure-in-brain -) brain-mass-lesion
task: PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS (brain-mass-lesion) (8)
add differential: brain-mass-lesion
task: PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS (brain-mass-lesion)
task: REFINE-HYPOTHESIS (brain-mass-lesion)
structural knowledge: brain-mass-lesion subsumes brain-tumor,

hematoma and collection of pus.

8 and worry about tumor--a mass lesion o. some type: a collection of
blood, a collection of pus.
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task: PROCESS-FINDING (serious-CNS-finding)
task. APPLY-ANTECEDENT-RULES (serious-CNS-finding)
evidence rule: sericus- CNS finding -> meningitis (9)
task: PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS (meningitis)
add differential: meningitis
task APPLY-EVIDENCE-RULES (known findings activated by meningitis)
evidence rule: CNS-problem-duration -> chronic-meningitis (9. 22)
replace differential meningitis -> chronic-meningitis

9 If it is a meningitis it is clearly a chronic one because we are
talking about a two week history.

task. GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE (brain -mass.lesion, chronic-meningitis)
structural knowledge: brain-mass-lesion is a focal process; (12)

chronic-meningitis is a systemic process.
task: FINDOUT (focal - manifestations) (13)
structural knowledge: focal-manifestations subsumes diplopia (13)
structural knowledge: focal-manifestations subsumes weakness (14)
task: FINDOUT (weakness)

10 The next historical question that I would want to know: Does she
have any w9akness anywhere in her body? One side weaker than thq
other?

11 KE: Why do you ask that?

12 MD: Since this picture is very suggestive of a focal lesion in the brain.

13 I am wondering if there are any focal manifestations other than

double vision,

[Causal explanation that brain problem affects body extremity]
[Structural knowledge. focal neurv:ogical findings subsumes

one-sided hand-weakness and leg-weakness]

14 e.g. "My hand right has been very weak" and I would wonder if there
is something happening in the brain which enervates the right hand.
Or, has she been having trouble walking, with one leg being weaker
than the other, or is her balance off. Those are what are called
focal neurological findings.

16 KE: Okay. Focal signs in general... unknown.

task: GROUP- AND DIFFERENTIATE (brain-mass-lesion,
chronic-meningitis) (18) .

structural knowledge: chronic-meningitis is an infection
task. TEST-HYPOTHESIS (infection) (18)
evidence rule: fever -> infection (21)
task: FINDOUT (fever)

18 MD: Has she had fevers?

17 KE: Unknown.
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18 I think that is an important question to help distinguish between an
infectious cause versus a non-infectious cause.

(Structural knowledge: blood clot = hematoma and brain tumor
are not infectious causes)

19 A non-infectious cause being a blood clot or brain tumor.

20 KE: So the fact that if there werIn't a fever, that would suggest...?

21 MD: Not having a fever does not necessarily rule out an infection. But
if she had an fever, it would be more suggestive of it.

22 The etuation we are dealing with is a chronic process.

task: TEST-HYPOTHESIS (chrooic-infection)
evidence rule low grade fever -; chronic-infection (23)

23 Sometimes with chronic infections fever can be low or none at all.

task: PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS (chronic-meningitis)
task. REFINE-HYPOTHESIS (chronic-meningitis)
structural knowledge: chronic-meningitis subsumes TB-meningitis.

fungal-meningitis, and partially-rx-bacterial-meningitis (33)
add differential: TB-meningitis, fungal-meningitis, and

partially-rx-bacterial-meningitis
task: EXPLORE-AND-REFINE (TB-meningitis. fungal-meningitis, and

partially-rx-bacterial-meningitis)
task: PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS (TB-meningitis)
task: TEST-HYPOTHESIS (TB-meningitis)
evidence rule. tuberculosis-exposure -> TB-meningitis
task: FINDOUT (tuberculosis-exposure)

24 Has she had any exposure to tuberculosis?

26 KE: No. No TB risk.

task: PROCESS-FINDING (negative TB-risk)
task: FINDOUT (TB-risk)
structural knowledge: TB-risk subsumes tuberculosis-pneumonia
task: FINDOUT (tubs.rculosis-pneumonia)
structural knowledge: pneumonia subsumes tuberculosis-pneumonia (26)
task: FINDOUT (pneumonia-)

28 MD: No recent aneumoilia that she knows of? Tuberculosis-pneumonia?

27 KE: Let me see how complete "TB risks" is. According to MYCIN, they
include one or more of the following: Positive intermediate trans-
PPD; history of close contact with person with active TB; household
member with past history of active TB; atypical scarring on chest x-
ray; history of granulomas on biopsy of liver, lymph nodes or other
organs.
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task. FORWARD-REASON
( + PPD. contact-TB. family-TB. X-ray-TB, granulomas)

structural knowledge. TB-risk subsumes
+ PPD, contact-TB, far. ily-TB, X-ray-TB, granulomas

28 MD: That's pretty solid evidence against a history of TB.

task: EXPLORE- AND - REFINE (fungal-meningitis and
partially- rx- oacterial- meningitis)

task. PURSUE HYPOTHESIS (fungal-meningitis)
task. REFINE- HYPOTHESIS (fungal-meningitis)
structural knowledge: likely fungal-meningitis causes are

coccidiomycosis and histoplasmosis (33)
add differential: coccidiomycosis and histoplasmosis
task: PURSUE - HYPOTHESIS (Coccdiomycoss)
task: TEST - HYPOTHESIS (Coccidiomycosis)
evidence rule: San-Joaquin-Valley-travel -> Coccidiomycosis
task: FINDOUT (San-Joaquin-Valley-travel)
structural knowledge. travel subsumes San-Joaquin-Valley-travel (29)
task: FINDOU7 (travel)

29 Has she traveled anywhere? Has she been through the Central Valley
of California?

30 KE: You asked TB risks because?

31 MD: I asked TB risks because we are dealing here with an indolent
(chronic) infection since we have a two week history.

32 I am thinking, even before I have any laboratory data,

33 of infections, chronic infections are most likely. So I'll ask a few
questions about TB, cocci, histo and other fungal infections.

34 KE: Histo is a fungal infection?

(structural knowledge: histo location is Midwest]
(structural knowledge: cocci location is Arizona and California]

36 Histoplasmosis is a fungus infection of the Midwest. Cocci is the
infection of Arizona and California.

38 KE: So you are focusing now on chronic infections. Why would you look at
the history now before doing anything else?

37 MD: I am trying to approach it as a clinician would. Which would be
mostly to get a lot of the historical information and do a physical
exam, then do a laboratory.

38 A lot of times, people think from the laboratory, whereas I think jou
should think for the laboratory. People are talking moi-e about that
now, especially because the cost of tests are an isoue. You can get
a lot from just talking with the patient. I could ask for the LP
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results, then go back and ask questions. But without knowing the LP
results, which would bias me in the way I am going to ask the
questions.

39 KE: This helps you...

40 MD: its is the way you approach a patient.

III. Expert-teacher statements of diagnostic strategy
We summarize here the general principles of the model, with excerpts from expert problem- solving

and classroom protocols. The tasks of the model are a set of directives for changing focus. testing

hypotheses, and gathering information. Note the expert-teacher's method of combining abstract and

concrete explanations.

ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE -- Establish the breadth of possibilities, then focus.

TEACHER: ... All the ca.es we have had have fit pretty nicely into
trying to establish a breadth of possibilities and tnen focusing
down on the differential within one of the categories.

GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE -- Ask yourself. "What are the general processes Thai
could be cal sing this?"

TEACHER: Do you have in mind certain types of sore throats that ... ?
Because the types of questions that you ask early on, once you
have a sense of the problem, would be to ask a couple of general
questions maybe that could lead you into ot, r areas to follow
up on, rather than zeroing in.

STUDENT:

Ok.

7FACHER. I was tsking that because I think it's important to try to be
as economical as possible with the questions so that each
question helps you to decide one way or the other. At least
with sore throat and my conception of sore throat, I have a hard
time thinking of how different types of pain and different types
of relief pattern arl going to mean different etiologies to the
me throat....

TEACHER (later): Ok, so we think about Infectious, but what other
things might be running through your mind in terms of bromiening
out again' We've got e now set of findings now besides fever
and sore throat we have...

EXPLORE-AND-REFINE -- Scan the possibilities and choose one to explore in more
detail.
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TEACHER: Anything else? Well there are probably a couple of other
areas to thibk about, ... you know, like auto-immune diseases,
inflahinatiw of the throat... Why don't we get back to
infections now, because we have a story of fever and sore
throat, that is a common problem with infectious diseases. So
we're talking about strop throat, we're talking about upper-
respiratory, viral... Any other type of infectious problem... ?

STUDENT:

Pneumococcus would give you sore throat too, right?

TEACHER: Pretty rarei,y.

TEACHER (different case): Well, how about some questions about
mononucleosis now. I'd have you zero in on that.

FORWARD-REASON -- Ask yourself, "What could cause that?" Look for associated
symptoms.

TEACHER: Well what's another possibility to think about in terms of
weakness? What do a lot of older people think of when they just
think of being weak, a common American complaint. Or a common
American understanding of weakness. How about tired blood?

STUDENT:

Iron deficiency.

TEACHER: I think of anemias

TEACHER (different case): Most important is to develop a sense of being
reasonably organized in approaching the information base And
trying to keep a complete sense of not homing in too quickly.
Look for things to grab onto, especially if you have a

nonspecific symptom like headache, weakneA. Ten million people
in the country probably have a headache at this given point in
time. What are the serious ones, and what are the benign ones?
Look for associated symptoms. Some associated symptoms
definitely point to something severe, while others mignt not.

REFINF-HYPOTHESIS -- Ask yourself, "Whet are the common causes and the serious,

but treatable causes?"

TEACHEk: What anemias do young people get?

TEACHER (different case): What diseases can w' d up in congestive heart
failure? congestive heart failure is not a diagnosis, it's kind
of an end-stage physiology and there are lots of diseases that
lead into congestive heart failure; loss of processes, one is

hypertensive. What's the other ir,st common one? There are two
that are common in this country. One is hypertensive, what's
the other most common one?
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STUDENT:

Atherosclerosis?

TEST-HYPOTHESIS -- Ask yourself, "flow can I check this hypothesis?"

TEACHER: How can you check whether someone is anemic? What question
might you ask?

ASK-GENERAL-QUESTIONS-- Ask general questions that might change your thinking.

TEACHER: Well that's an important question I think. Sometimes you ran
ask it very generally, like, "Is there anything... have you had
any major medicIl. problems or are you on any medications?" Then
people will come back and tell you. And that's an important
issue to establish, whether somebody is a compromised host or a
normal host because a normal host... Then you have a sense of
what the epidemiology of diseases in a normal host... When you
talk about compromised host, you're talking about everything
changing around, and you have to consider a much broader
spectrum, different diagnoses. So, you might ask that question
more specifically, you know, "are you taking any medications or
do you have any other medical problems, like asthma," or some
times they're taking steroids. Those types of general questions
are important to ask early on, because they really tell you how
soor ou can focus down.

STUDENT:

Are you on any medication right now?

GENERATE-QUESTIONS -- Try to get some .nilrmation that suggests hypotheses.

TEACHER: You're jumping around general questions and I think that's
useful. I don't know where to go at this point. So this is the
appropriate time for a kind of a "buckshot" approach ... every
direction till we latch onto something that we can follow up,
because right now we just have a very non-specific symptom.

IV. The Diagnostic Procedure
This secticr: describes in detail the content of NFOMYCIN'S metarules. The tasks are listed in depth-

first calling order, assuming that they are always applicable (refer to Figure 3-2). For each substantial

task (FORWARD-REASON, FINDOUT, ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE and its subtasks), we
attempt to list exhaustively all of the implicit assumptions about task and cognitive constraints

proceduralized by the metarules. These are an eLsential part of the model. The model is constantly

changing; this is a snapshot as of July 1985. To give an idea of how the program is evolving,

metarules now on paper are listed as "<<proposed))."
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IV.1. CONSULT

This is the top level task. A single metarule unconditionally invokes MAKEDIAGNOSIS and then

prints the results of the consultation. (We have disabled MYCIN's therapy routine because the

antibiotic information was out of date; it would be invoked here.)

1V.2. MAKE-DIAGNOSIS

A single unconditional metarule invokes the following tasks: IDENTIFYPROBLEM, REVIEW-

DIFFERENTIAL, and COLLECT-INFORMATION. REVIEWDIFFERENTIAL simply prints out the

differential, modeling a physician's periodic restatement of the possibilities he is considering. (In a

teaching system, this would be an opportunity to question the student.) Hypothesisdirected

reasoning is done by COLLECTINFORMATION.

IV.3. IDENTIFYPROBLEM

The purpose of this task is to gather initial information about the case from the informant.

particularly to come up with a set of initial hypotheses.

1. The first metarule unconditionally requests "identifying informaticn" (in medicine, the
name, age, and sex of the patient) and the "chief complaint" (what abnormal behavior
suggests that there is an underlying problem requiring therapy). The task FORWARD-

REASON is then invoked.

2. If no diagnoses have been triggered (the differential is empty), the task GENERATE-

QUESTIONS is invoked.

IV.4. FORWARD-REASON

The metarules for FORWARDREASON iterate over the list of new conclusions, first invoking

CLARIFYFINDING for each finding and then PROCESS-FINDING for each serious or "red-flag"

finding. PROCESSFINDING is then invoked for non-specific findings and PROCESSHYPOTHESIS

for each hypothesis. These tasks perform all of the program's forward reasonirg.

It is important to "clarify" findings, that is, to make sure that they are wellspecified, before doing

any iorward reasoning. Thus, before considering that the patient has a fever, we first ask what his

temperature is. "Red-flag" in contrast with "nonspecific" findings often trigger hypotheses; they are

serimis, indicative of a real problem to be treated and not just a "functional" imperfection in the
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device's ; nonspecific findings may very well be explained by the hypotheses that red-flag findings

quickly suggest. These considerations are all matters of cognitive economy, means to avoid

backtracking and to make a diagnosis with the least search.

IV.5. CLARIFY - FINDING

Using subsumption and process relations among findings, these metarules seek more specific

information about a finding, asking two types of questions.

1. Specification questions (e.g., if the finding is "medications." program will ask what drugs
the patient is receiving).

2 Process question; (e.g., if the finding is "headache". the program will ask when the
headache began).

IV.6. PROCESS-FINDING

The metarules for this task apply the following kinds of domain rules and relations in a forward.

directed way:

1. Antecedent rules (causal and definitional rules that use the finding and can be applied
now).

2. Generalization (subs.,mption) relations (e.g., if the finding is "neurosurgery," the
program will conclude that "the patient has undergone surgery").

3. Trigger rules (rules that suggest hypotheses; the program will pursue subgoals if
necessary to apply these rules). If a nonspecific finding is explained by hypoirieses
already in the differential, it does not trigger new hypotheses.

4. Ordinary consequent rule; that use soft findings to conclude about activated hypotheses
(those hypotheses on the differential, Pim any ancestor or immediate descendent); no

15In
medicine, a headache usually indicates a functional, as opposed to an "organic," disorder 3y analogy, a high

load average in a time-sharing computer often indicates a functional disorder, lust a problem of ordinary "life Though, like a
headache, it may signify a se-ious underlying disorder
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subgoaling is allowed./6

5. Ordinary consequent rules that use hard findings, as above, but subgoaling is allowed.

6. (<<Proposed>> Rule out considered hypotheses that do not account for a new red-flag

finding.)

7. (<<Proposed>> Refine current hypotheses that can be discriminated into subtypes on the

basis of the new finding.")

These metarules (and their ordering) conform to the following implicit constraints:

The associations that will be considered first are those requiring the least additional effort

to realize them.

Effort in forward reasoning, an aspect of what has also been cellei cognitive economy,

can be characterized in terms of:

o immediacy (the conclusion need only be stated vs. subgoals must be pursued or

the problem solver must perform many intersections of the differential, related

hypotheses, and known findings)

o relevance (make conclusions focused with respect to current findings and
hypotheses vs. take actions that might broaden the possibilities, rec ire
"unrelated" findings, and change the focus).

The metarules are directed at efficiency by:

o Drawing inferences in a data-directed way, rather than doing a search when the

conclusions are needed. The primary assumption here is that the structure of the

problem space makes forward reasoning more efficier...

isShould the concept of a trigger rule be generalized to allow specification of any arbitrary context' In particular, is the idea
of applying rules relevant to children of active hypotheses just a weak form of trigger rule? Perhaps the the "strength" of an
association corresponds to the extent of the context in which it will come to mind. Trigger rules are simply rules which apply to
the entire domain of medical diagnosis. We might associate rules with intermediate contexts as well, for example, "infectious

disease diagnosis "

Resolving this issue may make moot the issue of whether trigger rules should be placed before ordinary consequent rules
Their relevance is more directly ascertained, applying consequent rules in a focused, forward way requires intersection of the
new finding with specific hypotheses on the differential and their descendents. Trigger rules also have the pcyoff of indicating

new hypotheses However, if applying a trigger rule requires gathering new findings and then changing the differential, some

cost is incurred in returning to consider the ordinary consequent rules afterwar

17This would agai'i promote refocusing, and thus the cost of losing the current context An agenda model could explain
ability to realize these new associations and come back to them later
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o Drawing all possible focused inferences (each metarule is tried once, gut executes
all inferences of its type) and refining findings to a useful level of detail by asking
more questions (not hypothesis-directed)

In summary, the order of forward reasoning is based on cognitive issues. not correctness.

IV.7. PROCESS - HYPOTHESIS

These rules maintain the differential and do forward reasoning.

1. If the belief in the hypothesis is now less than .2, and it is in the differential, it is removed.

2. If the hypothesis is not in the differential and the belief is now greater than or equal to .2,
it is added to the differential. The task APPLY-EVIDENCE-RULES is invoked. This task
applies rules that support the hypothesis, using previously given findings (the hypothesis
might not have been active when the data was processed). Only rules that succeed
without setting up new subgoals are considered.

3. ( <<Proposed>> If the belief is very high (greater than .8) and the program knows of no
evidence tt it could lower its belief, then the hypothesis is marked as explored, equivalent
to completing TEST-HYPOTHESIS.)

4. ( <<Proposed)) Apply ordinary consequent rules that use soft findir js to conclude about
new activated hypotheses.)

5. If the hypothesis has been explored (either because of the previous rule or the task
TEST-HYPOTHESIS is complete), then generalization (subsumption) relations and
antecedent rules are applied.

Adding a hypothesis to the differential is boo,,keeping performed by a LISP ftr. .1n. While

NEOMYCIN'S differential is a list, it cannot really be separated conceptually from the hit ,rchical and

causal structures that relate hypotheses. The hypothesis is not added if a descendent (causal or

subtype) is already in the list. If an ancestor is in the list, it is deleted. If there is no previous ancestor

or descendent, the program records that the differential is now "wider"--an event that will effect

aborting and triggering of tasks. Thus, the differential is a memory-jogging "cut" through causal and

subtype hierarchies.

The ordering of PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS metarules is cognitively based, as for PROCESS-

FINDING, but follows a more logical procedural ordering: bookkeeping of the differential, recognition

of more evidence, completion of consideration, and drawing more conclusions. The orderliness of
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this procedure again reflects the cognitive (and computational) efficiency of locally realizing and

recording known information before drawing more conchsions (i.e., returning to the more genera'

search problem).

1V.8. FINDOUT

This task models hcw the problem solver makes a conclusion about a finding that he wants to know

about. (This is a greatly expanded and now explicit version of the original MYC1N routine by the same

name (Shcrtliffe, 1976).) The rules are applied in order until one succeeds.

1. 1f the finding concerns complex objects (such as cultures, organisms or drugs) then a

special Lisp routine is invoked to provide a convenient interface for gathering this
information.

2. 1f the finding is a laboratory test whose source is not available or whose availability is

unknown, then the finding is marked as unavailable. (E.g., if it is not known whether the

patient had a chest x-ray, nothing can be concluded about what was seen or the chest

x-ray.)

3. If the finding is sub-umed by any more general finding that is ruled out for this case, then

the finding is ruled out also. (E.g., if the patient has not received medications, then he has

not received antibiotics.)

4. As a variant on the above rule, if any more general finding can be ruled out that has not

been considered before, then the finding can be ruled out. t8

5.1f any more general finding is unknown, then this specific finding is marked as
unavailable.

6. If some more specific finding is known to be present, then this finding can be concluded

to be present, too. (E.g., if the patient is rece!ving steroids, then the patient is receiving

medications.)

7. If the finding is normally requested from the informant, but shouldn't be asked for this

kind of problem, then try to infer the finding from other information.18

18
That is, the premise of this metarule invokes FINDOUT recursively. To do this cleanly, we should allow tasks to return

"success" or "fail

19
"Inferring" means to use backward chaining Given that source and subsumption relations have already been considered

at this point, only definitional rules remain to be considered That a finding should not be asked is determined by the "don't
ask when" relation, requiring the task APPLYRULES to be invoked in the premise of this metarule
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8. If the "finding" is really a disorder hypothesis (we are applying a rule that re Auires this

information), then invoke TEST-HYPOTHESIS (rather than backward chaining throtinh
the domain rules in a blind way).

9. If the informant typically expects to be asked about this finding, then request the
information, then try to infer it, if necessary.

10. Otherwise, try to infer the finding, then request it.

The constraints that lie behind these rules are:

Economy: use available information rather than drawing intermediate inference or
gathering more information. Keep the number of inferences and requests for data to a

minimum. Solve the problem as quickly as possib!e.

First requesting more general information attempts to satisfy the economy constraint, but

assumes that more than one specific finding in the class will eventually be considered

and that the general finding is often negative. Otherwise, the general question would be

unnecessary.

It is assumed that the informant knows and consistently uses the subsumption relations

used by the problem solver, so the problem solver is entitled to rule out specific findings

on the basis or general categories. For example, knowing that the patient is pregnant the

informant will not say that she is not a compromised host. General questions help e .,ure

completeness. When a more general question is asked, a different specific finding than

the one originally of interest could be volunteered. Later forward reasoning could then
bring about refocusing.

Typical of the possible interactions of domain knowledge that must be considered, a

finding with a source must not be subsumed by ruled-out findings, otherwise considering

the source would be unnecessary, and doing it first would lead to an extra question.

Obviously, if there are too many interacaons of this sort, the strategic "principles" will be
very complex and slow to apply in interpreted form.

Note that we could have a-!..:ed another metarule to rule out a general class if all of its more-specific

findings have been ruled out, but the "closed-world assumption" does not make sense with

NEOMYCIN'S small knowledge base.
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IV.9. APPLYRULES

NEOMYCIN has "internal" tasks that control how domain rules are applied: "only ;7 immediate"

(antecedent), "with previewing" (looking for a conjunct known to be false), and "with cubgoaling."

An important aspect of NEOMYCIN as a cognitive model is that new findings, coming from rule

invocation, are considered in a depthfirst way. That is, the conclusions from new findings are

considered before returning to information gathered earlier in the consultation. Implementing this

requires "rebinding" the list of new findings (so a "stack" is associated with rule invocations) and

marking new findings as "known" if no further reasoning could change what is known about therm

thus adding them to the list of findings to be considered in forward reasoning. The basic assumptions

are that the informant does not retract findings, that the problem-solver does not retract conclusions.

and FORWARD-REASON is done for each new finding.

IV.10. GENERATE-QUESTIONS

This task models the problem solver's attempt to milk the informant for information that will suggest

some hypotheses. The program generates one question at a time, stopping when the differential is

"adequate" (the end condition of the task). The differential is adequate in t irly stage of the

consultation if it is not empty, otherwise the belief in some considered hypothesis must be

"moderate" (defined as a cumulative CF of .3 or greater, the measure used consistently in domain

rules to signify "reasonable evidence").

The metarules generate questions from several sources, invoking auxiliary tasks to pursue different

lines of questioning:

1. General questions (ASK-GENERAL-QUESTIONS)

2. Elaboration of previously received data (-LABORATE-CA (UM). (The subtask

ELABORATE-DATUM asks about subsumed data. For example, if it is known that the

patient is imir.uncsi.ipiwasced, the program will ask whether the patient is receiving

cytotoxic drugs, is an alcoholic, etc. The subtask also requests more "process

information." For example, it will ask how a headache has changed over time, its

severity, etc.)

3. Any rule using previous data that was not applied before because it required new
subgoals to be pursued is now applied.

4. The Informant is simply asked to supply more information, if possible.

This task illustrates the importance of record-keeping during the consultation. These metaniles
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refer to which tasks have been previously completed. which findings have been fully specified and

elaborated, and hypothesis relations that have been considered.

IV.11. ASK-GENERAL-QUESTIONS

These questions are the most general indications of abnormal behavior or previously diagnosed

disorders, useful for determining if this is a "typical" case that is what it appears to be, or an

"unusual" problem, as described in Section 3. These are of course domain-specific questions. They

generalize to: Has this problem ever occurred before? What previous diagnoses and treatments have

been applied to this device? When was the device last working properly? Are there similar findings

manifested in another part of the device? Are there associated findings (occurring at the same time)?

These questions are asked in a fixed order, consistent with the case-independent, "something you do

every time," nature of this task.

IV.12. COLLECT- INFORMATION

These rules carry out the main portion of data collection for diagnosis; they are applied iteratively,

in sequence, until no rule succeeds.

1. If there are hypotheses appearing on the differential that the program has not yet
considered actively, then the differential is reconsidered (ESTABLISHHYPOTHESIS
SPACE) and reviewed (REVIEW-DIFFERENTIAL).2° If the differential is not "adequate"
(maximum CF below .3), an attempt is made to generate more hypotheses (GENERATE-

QUESTIONS).

2. If the hypotheses on the differential have all been actively explored (ESTABLISH-

HYPOTHESIS-SPACE completed), then laboratory data is requested (PROCESSHARD-

DATA).

20
To avoid recomputation, the function for modifying the differential sets a flag when new hypotheses are added It is reset

each time the task ESTABLISH.HYPOTHESIS-SPACE completes. Generally, the goal of each task (e.g., GENERAL-
QUESTIONS-ASKED) is used for history keeping, but tasks like ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE are invoked conditionally,
multiple times during a consultation, as the program loops through the COLLECT-INFORMATION metarules. The use of flags
brings up questions about the mind's "register" or "stack" capabilities, whether NEOMYCIN should use an agenda, and so on In
our breadth-first approach to constructing a model, we hold questions like this aside until they become relevant to our
performcnce goals
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IV.13.ESTABLISH-HYPOTHESIS-SPACE

This task iterates among three ordered metarules:

1.11 there are ancestors of hypotheses on the differential that haven't been explored by

TEST-HYPOTHESIS, then these are considered (GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE). (For

computational efficiency, the records parents-explored and descendents-explored are

maintained for each hypotnesis.)

2.11 there are hypotheses on the differential that haven't been pursued by PURSUE-
HYPOTHESIS, then these are considered (EXPLORE-AND-REFINE).

3. If all general questions have not been asked, invoke ASK-GENERAL-QUESTIONS

The constraints satisfied by this task are:

All hypotheses that are placed on the differential are tested and ref:ned (based on

correctness).

Causal and subtype ancestors are considered before more specific hypotheses (based

on efficiency and assuming that the best model :or explaining findings is a known
stereotype disorder, and these stereotypes can be taxonomically organized).

IV.14. GROUP- AND - DIFFERENTIATE

This task attempts to establish the disorder categories that should be explored

1.11 all hypotheses on the differential belong to a sinie top-level category of disease
(appear in one subtree whose root is at thr first level of the taxonomy), then this category

is tested. Such a differential is called "compact"; the concept and strategy comes from

(Rubin, 1975).

2.11 two hypotheses on the differential differ according to some process feature (location,

time course, spread), then ask a question that discriminates on that basis. (This is the

metarule that uses orthogonal indexing to group and then discriminate disorders.)

3. If there is some hypothesis whose top-level category has not been tested, then test that

category. (E.g., consider infectiousprocess when there is evidence for chronic-
meningitis.)

The first metarule is not strictly needed since its operation is covered by the third metarule.

However, we observed that physicians remarked on the presence of an overlap and pursued the

single category first, so we included this metarule in the model.

so
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The second metarule uses process knowledge to compare diseases, as described in Section 3.

To summarize the constraints behind the metarules.

When examining hypotheses, intersection at the highest level is noticed first. The

etiological tan omy is assumed to be a strict tree.

Use of process knowledge requires two levels of reasoning: mapping over all descriptors

and intersecting disorders based on each descriptor. This is more complicated that a

subtype intersection, requiring more effort, so it is done after testing the differential for

compactness. For this maneuver to be useful, disorders must share a set of process
descriptors.

Because a stereotype disorder inherits features of all etiological ancestors, these
ancestors must be considered as part of the process of confirming the disorder (a matter

of correctness). This assumes that knowledge of disorders has been generalized and

"moved up" the tree (perhaps an inherent property of learning, the effect is beneficial for

search efficiency). Furthermore, circumstantial evidence that specifically confirms a
disorder can only be applied if ancestors are confirmed or not ruled out. That :
circumstantial associations are context-sensitive.

IV.1 5. TEST-HYPOTHESIS

This is the task for directly confirming a hypothesis. The following methods are applied r. a

pure-production system manner:

1. Preference is first given ro findings that. trigger the hypothesis.

2. Next, causal precursors to the disease are t-onsidered. (For infectious diseases, causal

precursors include exposure to the disease and immunosuppression.)

3. Finally, all other evidence is considered.

Each metarule selects the aomain rules th:tt mention the selected findi;g in their premise and

conclude about thf: hypothesis being tested. The MYCIN domain rule interpreter is then invoked to

apply these rules (in the task APPLARULES) (So applying the rule will indirectly cause the program

to reque I the datum.) After the rules are applied, forward reasoning using the findings and new

hypothesis conclvt.ions is performed (FORWARD-REASON).

<<Proposed>>. The task aborts if belief is high (CF greate- han .8) and no further questioning can

make the bel;df negative. The task also aborts if there is no belief in the hypothesis and only weak
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evidence (CF less than .3) remains to be considered after several questions have been asked.

Relevant constraints are:

Findings bearing a strong relation with the hypothesis are considered first because they

will contribute the most weight (a matter of efficiency).

Disconfirming a hypothesis involves discovering that required or highly probable
findingscausal precursors or effects are missing. NEOMYCIN'S domain lacks this kind of

certainty. Therefore, the program does not use a "ruleout" strategy.

The end conditions attempt to minimize the number of questions and shift attention when

belief is not likely to change (a matter of efficiency).

IV.16. EXPLOREAND-REFINE

This is the central task for choosing a focus hypothesis from the differential. The following

metarules are applied in the manner of a pure production system.

1. If the current focus (perhaps from GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE) is now less likely than

another hypothesis on the differential, then the program pursues the stronger candidate
(PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS).

2. If there is a child of the current focus that has not been pursued, the.: it is pursued (this

can only be true after the current focus has just been rlined and removed from the
differential).

3. If there is a sibling of the current focus that has not been pursued, then it is pursued.

4. If there is any other hypothesis on the differential that has not been pursued, then it is

pursued.

This task is aborted if the differential becomes wider (see PROCESS-HYPOTHESIS), a precondition

that requires doing the task GROUPAND DIFFERENTIATE.

Relevant constraints are:

All selection of hypotheses is biased oy the current belief (a matter of efficiency).

Focus should change as soon as the focus is no longer the most strongly believed
hypothesis (a matter of correctness; perhaps at odds with minimizing effort due to the

cost of returning to this focus).
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Siblings are preferred before other hypotheses (a matter of cognitive effort to remain
focized within a class; also a matter of efficiency, in sc far as siblings are mutually
exclusive diagnoses).

IV.17. PURSUE-HYPOTHESIS

Pursuing a hypothesis has two components, testing (TEST-HYPOTHESIS), followed by refining it

(REFINE-HYPOTHESIS). After these two metarules are tried (in ordcr, once), the hypothesis is

marked as pursued.

Pursuing ;Jeff followed by children brings about depth-first see.;,:t.. (Specifically, PURSUE-

HYPO'. HESIS puts the r' iildren in the differential and EXP:. OR" ND.r.',E;11,1E focuses on them.) This

plaii is based on the ne- to specialize a diagnosis (correctness), to remain focused (minimizing

cognitive effort), and to consider' more general disorders first (efficiency).

I V.1 8. REFINE - HYPOTHESIS

:le effect or this task is to put taxonomic children or the causes of a state /category into the

differential. If the hypothesis being refined has more than four descendents. a subset of possibilities

is considered (REFINE- COMPLEX -I- YPOTHESIE For each child considered, the task APPLY-

EVIDENCF.RULES is invoked (see PROCE' 3-HYPOTHESIS).

In order to ranrh a diagnosis in the etiologic taxonomy, th:s task requires that there be causal or

subtype links from state/category hypotheses into the taxonomy, allowing them to be "refined" as.

etiologic hypot-ieses.

IV.1 9. REFINE-COMPLEX-HYPOTHESIS

Two metarules are used to select the common and unusual causes of the hypothesis. Ordinary

domain rules, rr irked accordingly, are uses: to define these sets. The assumption i-- that, it only a few

srecial'zationz can be considered (for economy), one should consider the common as wall as the

serious, unusual causes (for correctnclq). The less important hypotheses will be covered by the

strategies of asking -.neral questions and focused forward reasoning.

IV.20. PROCESS-HARD-DATA

Briefly, special functions %.,.e used to assemble set of "hard findings" that support hypotheses on

the di"erential, reduce them to a sa of "sources" (a lumbar puncture is the source for the CQF

findings), and quest the sources from the informar.t. Subsumption and definition relations are used
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to infer the sources. Contraindications (dangerous sideeffects) of gathering certain information is

also considered. As described in PROCESS-ONDING. rules used by these findings are applied with

suboaling enabled. The program will return to GROUP-AND-DIFFERENTIATE and EXPLORE-AND-

REFINE new hypotheses as necessary.
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